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Abstract 
Pocillopora damicornis Linnaeus belongs to the order Scleractinia and is one of 
hermatypic coral species that is responsible for the deposition of hard calcareous structures in 
reef ecosystem. Since the coral bodies of P. damicornis exhibit polymorphism with less verrucae 
branches in the wide range of coastal habitat, the Japanese name for this species is ‘hana-yasai 
sango’ (meaning ‘cauliflower corals’). The coral species is distributed widely from warm 
tropical to sub-tropic waters including regions influenced by the ‘Kuroshio Current’. In this 
research, colonies of P. damicornis were collected off Yokonami Peninsula facing Tosa Bay in 
Kochi Prefecture, Japan and used as model imperforate species to perform coral fragmentation in 
vitro. The primary intention is to provide clone samples for live growth experiments and 
histological examination dealing with growth, reproduction (cell division) and dysfunction of 
coral and its symbiotic zooxanthellae. Considering the importance of coral tissue regeneration as 
the key output of the present culture method, this served as the baseline product in order to 
demonstrate the aims of this dissertation.  
The profound linkages among studies come from the association of the physiological 
properties of symbioses vis-a-vis growth–reproduction–dysfunction, in which the sustainability 
of the relationship of host animal to its co-existing algae were being regulated. The vital findings 
obtained from researches in this dissertation are as follows (1) tissue fragment of imperforate 
corals were capable of growing from typical in vitro system where distinct modes of tissue 
regenerations were first observed from controlled environment; (2) the changes in the growth of 
coral tissues along with densities of in situ zooxanthellae cells were evident upon receiving 
radiations from monochromatic light spectra, as blue light further promote growth whereas 
ultraviolet-A and far-red rays significantly suppressed their proliferation; (3) the cell division of 
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the in situ zooxanthellae was followed by the division of coral cells where the successive 
invaginations of the symbiont membrane structures pose dynamics to cell shape regulation, while 
the novel role of coral nucleus in pre-cytokinetic mechanism in host animal was first reported 
among cnidarians; (4) pathomorphologies such as autophagosomes and electron-dense 
lysosomes were the plausible causes of the collapse host-zooxanthellae organization in the coral 
ultrastructure as they induced necrosis and autolytic digestions of the cytoplasm leading to 
release of various gastrodermal entities. This dissertation aims to contribute knowledge to further 
understand the underlying mechanisms towards the persistence of coral-algal symbioses. Our 
results could be a useful tool to address coral resiliency concern, mainly to provide inputs for 
future studies i.e. mass coral production to restore damaged reef due to unprecedented effect of 
natural and human perturbations. 
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1. General Introduction and Thesis Outline 
 
1.1. Early symbiosis establishment and symbionts localization in host cnidarians 
The establishment of symbiosis is one of the most exiting study fields in cell biology on animal-
algal symbiosis, where symbiotic zooxanthellae (unicellular dinoflagellates) can be acquired by 
cnidarians through maternal inheritance or, more commonly, anew with each generation from the 
surrounding seawater (as reviewed Davy et al. 2012). In most species, the infection of symbiotic 
zooxanthellae to host corals is performed by horizontal transfer and proceeds after the settlement 
of planulae (Hirose et al. 2008). The acquisition of symbionts during larval stages occurs after 
the early development of mouths and coelenterons, which facilitate the intake of symbionts for 
the onset of symbiosis (Harii et al. 2009). However, it has been reported that in some 
scleractinians, embryos may acquire new symbionts from external environment and restrict them 
into the gastrodermis during a gastrulation period (Marlow & Martindale 2007). On the other 
hand, there are three processes in the maternal entry of zooxanthellae into oocytes newly 
produced. According to Hirose et al. (2000; 2001), zooxanthellae are first observed in the follicle 
of female gonads. They are expelled from the follicle cells, passed through temporary gaps 
produced in mesoglea and finally entered oocytes through phagocytosis. Used as model species 
in this research, the scleractinian coral P. damicornis is hermaphroditic species that broadcast 
spawn both spermatozoan and oocytes in the water which gametogenesis and planulation per 
head commonly performed during spring and summer following a lunar cycle (Stimson 1978; 
Richmond & Jokiel 1984; Stoddart & Black 1985; Steiner & Cortés 1996; Permata et al. 2000).  
Pocilloporids such as P. damicornis and P. meandrina were vertical transmitter where they 
acquired symbiotic zooxanthellae by maternal seeding especially during gastrulation (Marlow & 
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Martindale 2007; Haryanti et al. 2015). Further, this species was revealed also demonstrating 
with asexual mode of planulation where the brooded planulae had showed exact inheritance of 
parental genotypes as revealed (Stoddart 1983).  
Having a diploblastic body pattern, corals are simply arranged with two tissue layers: the 
epidermis (also referred to as ectodermis) and the gastrodermis (endodermis), which are 
separated by a thin, connective tissue layer, the mesoglea (Muller-Parker and D’Elia 1996; Venn 
et al. 2008; Fournier 2013) (see Fig. 1.1a). The population of zooxanthellae resides within the 
membrane-bound vacuoles in the gastrodermis (Trench 1987). Zooxanthellae are distributed 
mainly in the tentacles and column wall much denser than in other regions of polyps (Sekida & 
Okuda 2012). Symbiotic algae also reside in various intracellular localities in other invertebrates. 
The clam Corculum cardissa that accommodates its algal symbionts predominantly in the mantle 
and gills (Farmer et al. 2001), while in nudibranchs zooxanthellae are situated within host-
derived ‘carrier’ cells associated with the digestive gland (Kempf 1984). In all of these localities, 
the intercellular communication between them is likely having molecular ‘cross-talk’ involving 
host-symbiont signalling and signal transduction such as carbon, nitrogen and phosphate uptake 
and fixation (Trench 1993; Davy et al. 2012; Fournier 2013) (see also Fig. 1.1b). Corals acquire 
the majority of their energetic and nutrient requirements in several dynamic mechanisms such as 
photosynthetic metabolism of the symbiotic algae, heterotrophy, and feeding of planktonic 
organisms from the water column (Lesser 2004).  
In general, there are various processes in which cnidarians/coral-dinoflagellate symbioses 
could be established and persisted (as reviewed Davy et al. 2012). This includes recognition and 
phagocytosis, regulation of host-symbiont biomass, metabolic exchange and nutrient trafficking, 
and calcification.       
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1.2. Scleractinia and the host-algal symbioses in Pocillopora damicornis 
1.2.1. Brief history, habitat, distribution and diversity 
Scleractinians characterized primarily by corallite structure (Lesser 2004), were first reported to 
appear during Triassic era in tropical shallow water environment where they evolutionarily 
coexist with symbiotic algae (Stanley & Swart 1995). Due to the lack of appropriate fossil 
records, our knowledge of the origin of those symbiotic dinoflagellates is highly inadequate 
(Trench 1987). In terms of diversity and affinity, there is a high degree of uniformity in the 
scleractinian corals within the main body of the Coral Triangle (CT; global heart of coral 
distribution extending from the Philippines, Sunda Shelf to Solomon Is.), in which the highest 
richness resides in the Birds Head Peninsula of Indonesian Papua that hosts 574 species from the 
total of 627 in the entire CT (Veron et al. 2009; 2015). With attenuation to the north, the 
Kuroshio as one of the world’s strongest boundary currents clearly creates the pattern of coral 
diversity in this region (Fig. 1.2). The graph also showed that the corals in Japanese locations are 
peripheral to the core of Kuroshio region. 
Among the scleractinians, P. damicornis was considered a common species with 
abundant occurrence in the Indo-West Pacific region (Hoeksema et al. 2014) as depicted in its 
geograhic distribution in Fig. 1.3. The species can be found in the Philippines (various sites) and 
Japan (recorded from Tosashimizu, Kochi and Southwest Shikoku) and has the same range of 
variation from the Great Barrier Reef in Australia (Veron & Hodgson 1989; Veron 1992). This 
species occurs in all shallow water habitats from exposed reef fronts to mangrove swamps and 
wharf piles and are found in mono-specific stands or multi-species reefs throughout its range 
from near the surface to a maximum depth of 20 m (Hoeksema et al. 2014). Due to wide range of 
habitats where this species occurred, polymorphism in their morphological structures was 
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evident as illustrated in Fig. 1.4 (Veron 2013). In this study, the skeletal morphology of P. 
damicornis collected at Tosa Bay, Kochi, Japan resembled those found at the upper reef slope. 
   
1.2.2. P. damicornis: transition from uniform recruits to polymorphic adult  
The coral P. damicornis Linnaeus is one of the scleractinian coral well described at the early 
recruitment stage in controlled environment (Vandermeulen & Watabe 1973; Babcock et al. 
2003). Immediate after the larval settlement, skeleton formation has been performed where two 
primary calcareous elements i.e. flattened spherulitic platelets and small rod-like granules have 
been produced (Vandermeulen & Watabe 1973). The species had exhibited similar patterns in 
skeleton formation to those in Seriatopora hystrix and Stylophora pistillata on i.e. septa, 
columella, and corallite wall (Babcock et al. 2003). The first apparent structures such as basal 
plate and three differentiated cycles of basal ridges are revealed as the distinguishing 
characteristic of young pocilloporid against acroporids. The corallite wall forms through the 
growth and fusion of synapticulae of basal ridge.  After 1 week, a solid coenosteum, prominent 
septa and columnella become evident. Despite similarity in the pattern of development, the 
significant difference in the morphology of juvenile corallum allows this species to be 
recognized.   
Upon reaching adult stage, its branching colonies usually reach less than 30 cm tall 
(Hoeksema 2015). The species is distinguished from other species by having thinner branches 
and less regular verrucae. As a result, P. damicornis exhibits greater branching than P. 
verrucosa. It commonly forms compact clumps on upper reef slopes exposed to strong wave 
action while pigment highly varies from  pale to dark brownish-purple or green, sometimes pink, 
then dark yellow-grey to brownish-purple (Veron 1992). Coral P. damicornis can be used to 
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illustrate progress and the present state of knowledge in molecular taxonomy (reviewed Veron 
2013). The species forms a species complex, characterized by high levels of plasticity within 
clades and cryptic points of differentiation between clades; thus considered as a highly 
polymorphic species.  
 
1.2.3. Dinoflagellates: their distinguishing structures and life cycle 
The evolutionary history of dinoflagellates is somewhat obscure due to lack of appropriately 
preserved materials in the fossil record (Trench 1987).  It was in the early 1970’s when the 
earliest literatures in the morphological and cellular structures of dinoflagellates (Phylum 
Dinoflagellata Bütschli 1885) was published by Dodge (1971, 1973) distinguishing them as 
unicellular flagellates. As the name implied, dinoflagellates have two flagella, one of which is 
the longitudinal flagellum with conventional type while the other is the transverse flagellum 
which is helical in construction. Dinoflagellates at free-living or motile stages revealed unique 
cell covering termed as theca (armor) which in several genera and orders showed variations in 
developments and ornamentations (Dodge 1965, 1971; Loeblich & Sherley 1979; Chapman et al. 
1981; Netzel and Dürr 1984; Bricheux et al. 1992; Sekida et al. 2001). The detailed overview of 
the cortical plate pattern or tabulations in the diverse number dinoflagellates was concised by 
Netzel and Dürr (1984) where corticotypes where separated into five organizations namely 
prorocentroids, dinophysoids, gonyaulacoids, peridinoids and gymnodinioids. Some species were 
described naked or unarmored (did not contain cortical plates) where cell cortex revealed either 
liquid or flocculent materials which gives empty appearances to the vesicles. Other unusual if not 
unique structures of dinoflagellates were the trichocysts and pusule which the latter can only be 
found in dinoflagellates but not in all species (Dodge 1971).  
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When in hospite, the symbiotic dinoflagellate (commonly gymnodinioid in type, 
Freudenthal 1962), remained with highly evident thecal plates enclosed within 
thecal/amphiesmal vesicles (Loeblich & Sherley 1979; Wakefield et al. 2000; see Chapter 4). 
These structures were found in between the broad membrane layers containing the periplasts 
(Taylor 1968; Kevin et al. 1969) to more detailed cortical fine structures (Wakefield et al. 2000; 
see Chapter 4), of which complex membranes overlying algal plasma membrane were 
technically pronounced of algal origin (Wakefield et al. 2000). In the cytoplasm, the most 
striking structure of dinoflagellates is the nucleus where chromosomes lacks histone and 
permanently condensed (evident in all stages), and nuclear envelope persisting throughout its life 
cycle (Dodge 1973; Triemer & Fritz 1984). Ultrastructural information on the chloroplasts, 
pyrenoids, eyespots and associated organelles were provided from the early works of Dodge 
(1968, 1975) and Dodge & Crawford (1969).  
The detailed life cycle of the symbiotic dinoflagellate (Symbiodinium microadriaticum 
Freudenthal) had been reconstructed by Freudenthal (1962) in Fig. 1.5 with reference from early 
descriptions of McLaughlin and Zahl in the late 1950’s (as cited). At the early vegetative phase, 
an spherical cell exhibited single and thin cell wall, ochraceous color and homogenous cytoplasm 
due to lack of food products. As it grew, the vegetative cells lost some of its chloroplasts and 
turned into brownish-orange pigmentation. When the cell divides, they undergo binary fission 
producing two vegetative daughter cells with cellular inclusions equally distributed them. 
Equatorial zone of constriction occurred after nuclear division then the two cells separate due to 
deepened furrow. In some cases, 4-celled configurations with paired axes appeared. When cell 
developed into cyst, the cell wall thickened and may follow one of the three courses namely (1) 
zoospore or aplanospore; (2) mitotic cell with two autospores or (3) gamete production. Cysts 
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which contain gymnodinioid cell yield motile cell while zoospore was quiescent within parent 
wall. 
   
1.2.4. Symbiotic zooxanthellae and the identification of Symbiodinium spp.  
In recognition of the early proposed generic index for the symbiotic algae by Brandt in 1881 who 
first identified Zooxanthella nutricula from the radiolarian Collozoum inerme Haeck (Loeblich & 
Sherley 1979),  the term ‘zooxanthellae’ [(Greek zoon (animal) + xanthellos (diminutive form of 
yellow)] was coined. During this period for the coral pioneers Peyssonel and Ellis, intriguing 
questions arises whether these tiny single-celled organisms discovered in their fleshy tissues 
regarded at first as infestation could be possibly an animal origin (Bowen and Bowen 2003).  
Until then, the earlier studies of the in vitro culture of gymnodinioid zooxanthellae from 
Cassiopeia sp. by McLaughlin and Zahl in 1957 had inspired Freudenthal (1962) and further 
proposed Symbiodinium microadriaticum to be assigned as new species name. The latter claimed 
that genus Symbiodinium was tenable classification derived (Greek symbion living together + 
dinos whirling) from the family Blastodiniaceae and species (=microadriaticum) resembling 
Gymnodinii adriaticum, described with formal generic diagnosis. To date, S. microadriticum 
Freudenthal remains highly recognized as single pandemic species despite the repeatedly 
amended ultrastructural descriptions (Kevin et al. 1969; Trench & Blank 1987) and augmenting 
number of divergent molecular clades (Stat et al. 2006).             
 
1.2.5. Dysfunction of coral-algae symbioses and the treat from climate change 
The context of symbiosis breakdown between coral and its symbiotic algae has been one of the 
highlights of physiological studies in the recent times. This offered a number of opportunities for 
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reef scientists worldwide to investigate mass mortality in the last decade (Brown 1996). The 
phenomenon of extensive coral reef bleaching (whitening of corals as a result of dysfunction of 
coral-algae symbioses) in the Indo-Pacific region from 1979 to early 1980’s was the earliest 
documented events associated with El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (see Glynn 1993; 
Brown 1997; Hoegh-Guldberg 1999; Fitt et al. 2001; Baker et al. 2008 for reviews). Since then, 
episodes of natural coral mortality occurred including in Caribbean due primarily to climate 
change-induced ocean warming which prompted much concern among scientists to focus on the 
mechanism of bleaching.  Gates and co-workers (1992) have represented five potential 
mechanisms of symbiont loss from cnidarian host tissue such as in P. damicornis that includes 
exocytosis, apoptosis, necrosis, pinching and host cell detachment concomitant with thermal 
bleaching under experimental stress conditions (see Fig. 1.6). Others have considered the 
degrading potential of autophagy (Dunn et al. 2007; Downs et al. 2002; Hanes & Kempf 2013), 
along with grastrodermal autolytic digestion that weakened cell-to-cell adhesion causing the 
expulsion of zooxanthellae (Camaya et al. 2016).  
 
1.3. Aims and Hypotheses, Significance and Framework of Thesis 
1.3.1. Aims and hypotheses of studies 
The ultimate aim of this thesis is to observe and describe using light and electron microscopy the 
growth, cell division and the dysfunction of coral host and the symbiotic zooxanthellae in 
scleractinian P. damicornis. In each study chapter, the hypothesis and specific objectives were 
sought as follows; 
In Chapter 2, this study aims to (a) demonstrate the method used for the in vitro culture 
system of coral tissue, and (b) to characterize the two modes of the induced tissue regenerations 
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of corals. As hypotheses, the scleractinian corals could be cultured in a closed system similar in 
principle to those in aquaria exhibitions; however setting up an ideal culture system for coral 
growth remains difficult (Borneman 2008) that depends mainly on the nature of study. Likewise 
investigating the regenerative mechanism of corals by microscopy could be a challenging option 
as most of the available literatures have reported such event from the natural reef environment.        
For Chapter 3, the objectives were to (a) determine the effect of different 
monochromatic light spectra on coral tissue growth and density of in situ symbiotic 
zooxanthellae, and (b) identify the relationship of growth conditions between host tissue and the 
population of symbiotic zooxanthellae from different light treatments. The hypotheses drawn are 
that coral growth response will have significant changes under varying light regimes, as reported 
in some spectral regime such as blue, red, green and UV. Examining the regenerated tissues from 
live coral specimen through microscopy is a novel approach in which results relies most from the 
validity of sampling procedure.      
Chapter 4 is mainly directed to (a) describe the process of cell division of the symbiotic 
zooxanthellae in host coral, and to (b) identify the roles of the cortical fine structure and other 
cytoplasmic components during cell division. It is hypothesized that zooxanthellae division 
either precedes or followed by the division of the host cell as mitotic index of symbionts had 
reported to peaked earlier than its host animal. At ultrastructural level, cell division remains were 
in fact poorly demonstrated in which the detail of the process were highly considerable.         
Then in Chapter 5, this study aims to (a) compare the changes in the ultrastructure of 
host coral tissue and its symbiotic zooxanthellae in P. damicornis when exposed under these 
stressors, and to (b) determine the underlying cellular mechanism involved and implication in the 
early stage of bleaching in coral. Further it is hypothesized that despite the overwhelming studies 
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on coral bleaching, yet no sole mechanism is established so far. This indicates that the 
phenomenon of coral bleaching is highly variable, in which the mechanism involved depend on 
the various aspects including stress conditions, species used, environment and others.   
 
1.3.2. Significant contributions to knowledge 
This section discusses insights to which this thesis might contribute to knowledge dealing with; 
1. The aspect of coral reproduction that demonstrate how corals proliferate asexually 
by fragmentation in closed system and characterize in details the coral tissue regeneration 
observed from light microscope, considering that most of the available literatures mainly 
reported this aspect from the natural reef settings. 
2.   Contribute knowledge on the dynamics of coral photobiology to which coral growth 
responses depend mainly on the form and intensity of light received. Physiological growth 
conditions of coral tissue along with the densities of symbiotic zooxanthellae changed 
dramatically under monochromatic form of light spectra, which is highly attributed in this 
experimental study.  
3.  Contribute to the field of ultrastructural examination in cnidarian symbioses where 
studies on scleractinian corals remain limited to date due to complication in the fixation 
procedure. This thesis first to revealed the detailed stages of cell division of zooxanthellae in 
hospite emphasizing the physiological process of cytokinesis by describing the behavior of the 
cortical fine structures and the novel role of coral nucleus in the division process. 
4.   The ultrastructural examination dealing with the early stage of bleaching further 
contribute knowledge on the mechanisms involved in the cellular dysfunction of coral-algae 
symbioses where findings from far-red light radiations were first reported. As the main study of 
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this dissertation, this chapter demonstrates a comprehensive comparison of the effect of three 
distinct stressors in coral. 
 
1.3.3. Research framework and structure of thesis   
Figure 1.7 and 1.8 illustrated the framework of the research studies conducted for this thesis and 
the linkages of every study chapter to one another. The linkages between studies are mainly 
based in the methodologies used. From these diagrams, the study on the coral in vitro culture 
(Chapter 2) served as the baseline or the source of specimen used for various cellular analyses 
done for growth experimental (Chapter 3) and histological examinations (Chapters 4 & 5). 
Chapters 3 and 5 were linked due to the methods used for inducing light treatment (Fig. 1.8) as 
stressor to corals i.e. UV-A and far-red radiations, where these spectral rays were initially found 
to inhibit coral growth in Chapter 3 then continuously examined at ultrastructural level in 
Chapter 5.  To demonstrate the results of the micrographs in each study chapter, specimens were 
primarily observed through light microscopy (Chapter 3) and transmission electron microscopy 
(Chapters 4 & 5). In general, these studies may pose potential implication for establishing future 
set-up to produce mass clone fragments for various cellular examinations or for coral 
transplantation project as a current plausible restoration scheme for the damaged reef.  
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Fig. 1.1. (a) Localization of the symbiotic algae in the coral gastrodermis and (b) processes of 
metabolic interaction and calcification. (Illustrations and texts adopted from Fournier 2013)  
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Fig. 1.2. Attenuation patterns of scleractinian coral affinity and diversity along the boundary 
current of Kuroshio. (Map adopted from Veron et al. 2015) 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.3. Worldwide geographic distribution of Pocillopora damicornis (brown marks). The 
species is considered as common and least concern (LC) The IUCN Red List of Threatened 
Species (Map adopted from IUCN Red List, Hoeksema et al. 2008).  
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Fig. 1.4. Polymorphism of the skeletal structure of Pocillopora damicornis from a wide range of 
habitats (Illustration adopted from Veron 2013). 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.5. The life cycle of the symbiotic dinoflagellate S. microadriaticum Freudenthal isolated 
from the host Cassiopeia sp. (a) Vegetative cell with thin cell wall. (b) Cell during binary fission 
producing two daughter cells. (c) Vegetative cyst with thick cell wall. (d) Mature zoosporangium 
containing a gymnodinioid zoospore. (e) Gymnodinioid zoospore. (f) Aplanospore. (g) Cyst 
containing two autospores. (h) Cyst containing developing isogametes. (i) Liberated isogametes. 
(Illustrations and texts adopted from Freudenthal 1962) 
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Fig. 1.6. Five potential mechanisms of zooxanthellae release from the host endoderm. 
(Illustration and texts adopted from Gates et al. 1992) 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.7. Research framework showing the whole context of dissertation and linkages of study 
chapters to one another. 
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Fig. 1.8. Simplified structure of linkages of the methodologies used in all study chapter of thesis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.  Regeneration and tissue culture from small coral fragments  
 
2.1. Introduction  
 
To better examine coral growth, one has to understand how corals may survive and reproduce 
under controlled conditions. For maintaining corals in captivity, it is important to note that 
seawater quality used should follow those found in nature where corals originally live 
(Borneman 2008). High degree of success in maintaining corals can be obtained from the 
establishment of culture conditions with optimal water parameters for coral growth (Borneman 
2008; Osinga et al. 2011). These parameters include seawater salinity and temperature and may 
critically affect coral health. Changes in the parameters often result in rapid bleaching or 
mortality of corals in nature and laboratories (Borneman 2008). Although it is usually difficult to 
establish an ideal culture system for coral growth, Borneman (2008) claimed that maintenance of 
coral cultivation could be performed by setting adequate methodologies, equipment and 
techniques.           
Corals reproduce asexually by means of fragmentation of colonies. This was evident that 
after the predominant breakage or fragmentation of corals during natural disturbances, reef 
recovery has been reported elsewhere (Highsmith 1982). Understanding the mechanisms related 
to asexual reproduction holds a key for new and better ways of coral culture (Kramarsky-Winter 
et al. 2011). Through asexual growth mechanisms, the widespread concept to transplant corals 
has been carried out for species with high growth rates (Yap et al. 1992; van Treeck & 
Schuhmacher 1997; Soong & Chen 2003). However at some points, fragmentation could either 
altered the growth morphology or reduced the sexual reproduction especially for scleractinian 
coral P. damicornis (Permata & Hidaka, 2005; Zakai et al. 2000) or inevitably lead to mortality 
(Yap et al. 1992; Zakai et al. 2000). Yet despite these findings, the species has been the subject 
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of various reproductive examinations, in captivity (Stimson 1978; Zakai et al. 2000; Permata & 
Hidaka, 2005). Experimentally induced injuries or lesions in this species further led to tissue 
regeneration (Hall 1997; Permata & Hidaka 2005).  
Most corals have its innate capacity to regenerate or to extend new tissue over damaged 
area (Meesters et al. 1997; Kramarsky-Winter et al. 2011). Bak & Steward-Van Es (1980) found 
that the surrounding tissue on the lesion enlarged shortly due to the retraction which then 
followed by successful regeneration until the regenerative capability decreases upon reaching 
stabilization period. The process generally occurred from the outside to the inside, towards the 
center of the injury/lesion (Sabine et al. 2015). The closure of lesion was assumed to be assisted 
by polyp development or integration of colonies (Bak and Steward-Van Es 1980; Oren et al. 
2001). Most studies that we have referred mainly suggested that the capacity of corals to 
regenerate was strongly influenced by the size of the lesion (Bak & Steward-Van Es, 1980; 
Wahle 1983; Hall 1997; Meesters et al. 1997; Oren et al. 1997, 2001; van Woesik 1998; 
Kramarsky-Winter & Loya, 2000; Cróquer et al. 2002; Titlyanov et al. 2005; Fishers et al. 2007; 
Sabine et al. 2015). This indicates that experimental infliction of injury is the prominent 
approach to investigate coral regeneration. Most of these compelling studies were performed 
prominently in the natural setting, suggesting that the examination of coral regenerations were 
well restricted from the controlled environment. Its diverse regenerative capability remains 
poorly documented as attempts of characterizing regenerated tissues from the coral fragments in 
vitro had been hardly done so far.  
There has been a novel finding that demonstrated the coral re-morphogenesis from the 
cultured tissue fragment in vitro (Kramarsky-Winter et al. 2011). Kramarsky-Winter et al. 
(2011) found that soft tissue devoid of skeleton can be cultured in seawater-based medium under 
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relatively low temperature resulting in the formation of spheroids which may be kept viable in 
the culture for several months and may be induced to form a developed coral polyp upon 
increasing the temperature.  
In this study, the concept of in vitro system is likewise presented with the method of 
culturing small coral tissue (with intact skeleton) in the glass dish maintained under ambient 
room condition. One of the highlights of this study had involved the characterization of the tissue 
regeneration that remains rarely examined in vitro. Scleractinian coral such as P. damicornis 
possessed an imperforate tissue (Stimson 1997; Kinzie et al. 1984) that induces diverse mode of 
regeneration in closed system. The survival rates of the cultured fragments and the potential 
factors that affect them were also discussed. Further, the timing of cell division of the in situ 
symbiotic zooxanthellae was also examined. 
 
2.2. Materials and methods 
2.2.1. Collection of coral samples  
Coral samples used in this study were collected from shallow water (1–3 m in depth) off the 
Yokonami Peninsula facing Tosa Bay, Susaki City, Kochi Prefecture in Japan, using SCUBA 
gears. Two to three small and healthy colonies (ca. 5-8 cm in length) of P. damicornis and 
Acropora sp. were collected monthly by bare hands and placed into a mesh bag. After collection, 
the coral were immediately transferred into re-sealable buckets with seawater taken at the 
collection site then aerated. Samples were then transported to the laboratory at Kochi University 
(Asakura Campus) by car for 45 minutes. The preliminary samples were collected in April 2014 
(intended for studies in Chapter 3). After 4 months, year-round samples were collected until July 
2015 to produce sufficient stock cultures. However, due to high mortality of corals at the first 
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three months, the collection was extended until December 2015. During the extension period 
Acropora sp. sample was not continuously collected as a result of high mortality.  
In Table 2.1, the dates of coral collections and monthly survival rates of two coral species 
were shown, however in several periods information on the number of isolates produced and 
survival rates were absent (no data recorded) due to failure of transcribing such information. 
Further, the mortality in Acropora sp. fragments was severe where they it bleached or died 
eventually from isolation due to its fragile structure as compared from P. damicornis with sturdy 
skeleton. During fragmentation, branches excised from the apical region of the colony easily 
broke which may affect its tissue integrity. From the series of monthly collection with careful 
handling and fragmentation procedure, this species remains vulnerable to isolation. For this 
reason, P. damicornis became the focal species solely cultured for this research studies.   
    
2.2.2. Coral fragmentation and culture technique 
After arriving in the laboratory, coral fragmentation was immediately followed (Fig. 2.1). To 
avoid stress, corals were hand-held on the proximal edge of the colonies above the basin with 
seawater. Small fragments (ca. 3-5 mm) were excised from apical region of the branches using 
pliers. Fragmentation was done as quickly as possible. The excised fragments were remained in 
the seawater at all times. Using forceps, fragments were transferred separately in individual Petri 
dish containing approx. 150 mL of raw seawater medium collected from Kochi University 
Marine Biological Station (Fig. 2.8).  Fragments were then gently mounted on the small drop of 
silica gel (Dow Corning Toray, Japan) placed on the cover glass (18 x 18 mm) in the Petri dish. 
Cultures were maintained in room conditions exposed to room fluorescent light and temperatures 
range of 25-27°C. The number of isolates produced monthly depends on the condition of the 
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colony collected (Fig.2.6). Exchanging medium and removing debris and growing algae were 
done twice. The truncated colonies were maintained in aerated aquaria containing raw seawater 
(approx. 12 L) for future use.  
 
 
2.2.3. Identifying the ideal site for coral culture survival 
The survival of the coral fragment in the culture dishes is the essential output of this study. In the 
early attempts of cultivation, fragments were placed in the various sites in the laboratory to 
determine the ideal place for corals to survive. Extremely fast and high mortality of samples 
occurred from the window areas especially after exposure to elevated day-light. During event of 
coral mortality, indiscriminate expulsion of symbiotic zooxanthellae occurred as reported in 
Camaya et al. (2016), where considerable amounts of pellets were released then shedding off the 
entire tissue from its skeleton. From the shaded areas with low exposure to day light and room 
fluorescent light, mortality of the samples was rather delay but remains high. However from the 
common desk with direct exposure to room fluorescent light (irradiance level of 8-10 µmol m
-2
s
-
1
), the survival was significantly high among P. damicornis.  
In the year-round sampling, the monthly survival rate of the coral isolates was computed 
(formula shown below). From the total number of samples produced monthly, all samples that 
survived for the first month of isolation were counted. This was based from the present 
observation that the initial 30 day period is critical for coral to survive in isolation.     
  
Survival rate  =    
                   
                            
  x 100 
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2.2.4. Time lapse micrography of coral tissue growth and zooxanthellae division  
When coral isolates of P. damicornis survived after 8-10 days, subsequent tissue regeneration 
was observed however the induction of tissue growth varied among samples. To monitor the 
tissue regeneration, time-lapse micrography (Fig. 2.2.) was performed for the coral fragments 
with exposed lesion and for the lesion directly mounted on silica gel. Micrographs were taken 
automatically every 1 h from 10 to 30 days using dissecting microscope (SZX7; Olympus 
Optical Co., Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) fitted with digital camera (Coolpix P6000; Nikon Co., Ltd, 
Tokyo, Japan) and a digital monitor (Sharp Aquos LC-13SX7A, Japan).  
To measure the growth rates of tissue regeneration, low magnification micrographs were 
analyzed. Using image processing software ImageJ (Rasband, 2003), the length of the tissue 
regenerated was measured in five different locations. Length was measured at fixed scale of 
373.33 pixels/1000 µm. The marginal growth rate (MGR) formula modified after Ichiki et al. 
(2001) was used, expressed as;       
MGR  =    
        
        
 
where l  = length and t = time at 1 (final) and 2 (initial), respectively. On the other hand, the 
timing of cell division of the in situ symbiotic zooxanthellae was determined using automatic 
time-lapse microscopy (Fig. 2.4).  High magnification micrographs obtained for 24-48 h in were 
analyzed. All symbiotic zooxanthellae cells that appeared contiguous or with doublet formations 
were thoroughly compared from its previous configuration. This strategy helps to verify whether 
the cell(s) likely to divide or simply overlapping to one another.     
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2.2.5. Assessment of field and laboratory water parameters 
 
After the coral samples have been collected, water parameters such as the temperature and 
salinity were measured from the collection site using hand-held thermometer and refractometer 
(AS ONE, IS/Mill-E, Japan), respectively. This was measured to determine fluctuations of these 
factors during the year-round culture period. This aspect was found useful especially in 
determining the factor that might affect coral survival.    
 
2.3. Results 
2.3.1. Two distinct modes of tissue regenerations 
Small apical fragments excised from the coral colonies of P. damicornis were cultured in 
ambient room temperature and light conditions. Coral fragments were mounted on cover slips 
and placed in Petri dishes containing filtered seawater medium. They regenerated new tissues 
and continued to survive for several weeks. The maximum thickness of new tissues regenerated 
was around 0.21 mm. Two distinctive modes were found in tissue regeneration. After coral 
fragments were excised from colonies, the injured side of the fragments was situated at the 
upward direction, exposing directly to seawater. New tissues regenerated centripetally from 
surviving tissues on the injured side 8 days after fragmentation. This mode was termed 
centripetal regeneration. Time-lapse micrographs (Fig. 2.2A1–3) show that the regenerating 
tissues covered superficially on the naked skeleton surfaces of the cut ends of coral fragments 
and grew towards the mid region of the naked skeleton.  
When the lesion portion of coral fragments was situated at the downward direction and 
mounted directly on a cover slip, new tissues grew radially from the edges of surviving tissues 
and extended over the surfaces of a cover slip (Fig. 2.2B1–3). This was termed a radial 
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regeneration mode. However in the apically fragmented samples that were placed erect on the 
glass cover (Fig. 2.3A), the portion of the lesion hanging from the glass substrate exhibited 
centripetal regeneration while the portions leaning on substrate tended to outgrew. Here, 
outgrowing was referred to the ‘radial’ mode of tissue regeneration which initiated 10 days after 
fragmentation. This was also the typical regeneration mode observed in the lesion mounted on 
the silica gel where the tissues overgrew towards the smooth glass substrate (Figs. 2.2B and 
2.3B). The surrounding lip of the lesion was estimated to have average width of ±41.7 mm (non-
contracting). The latter was observed colorless due to the absence of the in situ zooxanthellae 
cells, a region closely characterized as the epidermis. During tissue regeneration, developing 
polyps were evident. Juvenile polyps developed on the regenerated tissues (Fig. 2.2B3), 
distributed at an mean distance of ±1.3 mm between polyps or polyp density of ±3.0 
individuals/mm
2
. The regenerated coral tissues were also noted to overgrow the debris such as 
shedded endoskeleton attached on the glass substrate. During the formation of polyps, localized 
assemblages of symbiotic zooxanthellae were evident. As they increased in number, the coral 
tissue bulge then subsequent juvenile tentacles and oral cavity were developed. As polyps 
matured, spots of calcified materials formed behind its loci were deposited on the glass substrate. 
In the event where the regenerated corals retracted (Fig. 3.1, Chapter 3) or subsequently died, 
remnants of these spots and rings of calcification showing the increments on the substratum were 
observed. Corals that exhibit regeneration apparently became pale than its original pigmentation.  
Loosening of spaces between the in situ symbiotic zooxanthellae was apparent as the host tissue 
regenerate.  
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2.3.2. Coral tissue growth rates 
 
In the time lapse monitoring, the centripetal tissue regeneration took 6 days to completely close 
or heal the surrounding lesion. This gives a mean growth rate of 67.8 µm/day for the tissues that 
regenerate on its skeletal surface. The result was obtained from two samples where tissues 
tended to close within 6 and 7 days, respectively. On the other hand, the coral cultures with 
lesions mounted on the silica gel initiated tissue regeneration at the earliest period of 7 days. 
Depending on the health condition (possibly amount of stress obtained), some coral cultures 
exhibited delayed growth after isolation into the Petri dishes. When the tissue regeneration 
persisted, it extended radially on the cover glass at the mean growth rate of 55.2 µm/day. This 
was the result from the three coral cultures measured with continuous tissue growth for 10 days. 
To compare these two modes, the growth rate by centripetal regeneration where the tissue 
traverses rough surfaces was relatively faster than the radial regeneration growing on the smooth 
surface such as a glass substrate.     
 
 
2.3.3. Timing of cell division of in situ zooxanthellae  
The cell division of the in situ symbiotic zooxanthellae in the regenerated tissue had exhibited no 
specific timing based on the 24-h daily pattern. In the time-lapse monitoring (Fig. 2.4), the 
apparent doublet cell formation which was the characteristic of the cytokinesis (as discussed in 
Chapter 3) occurred at 06:10 (morning); 18:10 (afternoon) and 00:10 (midnight) (Fig. 2.4). This 
suggested that diel pattern is absent in the division process of the symbiotic zooxanthellae in 
hospite. Time-lapse micrographs also showed that zooxanthellae cells used to develop spherical 
doublet cell formation within 4 h and 6 h, respectively. If this is the case, symbiont cells may 
possibly took at least 4 h to completely develop the entire division cycle.        
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2.3.4. Survival of the coral cultures 
The monthly survival rate of P. damicornis cultured in vitro for one year period vary monthly as 
shown in Table 2.1 and Fig.2.5. At the initial period, high mortality of this species occurred 
probably due to inevitable stress from acclimatization factors of the coral. The data had showed 
that sample collected in November 2014 had low survival rate. There were low increase in the 
succeeding months but tended to decline in the final month of winter season (March). In the 
onset of spring, survival rate increased significantly until May when no mortality of the samples 
was noted. In June relatively more mortality was observed however on the following months in 
summer until autumn season, survivals apparently improved at stable rate.  
 
2.3.5. Variation of field and laboratory seawater conditions 
Due to the variation in the survival pattern of the coral isolates, it is speculated that this 
phenomenon might be attributed to the acclimation of the coral being cultured in vitro. For this 
reason, the temperature and salinity of the seawater in Tosa Bay and medium used in the 
laboratory were analysed.  
In both parameters, the seawater from Tosa Bay showed fluctuations during one year 
sampling period from November 2014 until September 2015, which is a normal phenomenon 
brought by the changing season in a sub-tropical region. The temperature began to decline in the 
onset of winter (between November and December) and reached the lowest of 15°C in January. 
Before spring ended, temperature increased between April and May. It had peaked in summer at 
30°C in July then gradually decreased on way to autumn season. In terms of water salinity used 
to exhibit an inverse pattern against temperature. In general it is understood that seawater cools 
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during winter or warm during summer when it used reached an extreme temperature limit, 
however in salinity this could be affected by some factors for instance severe precipitation in 
summer. From November 2014, salinity slightly increased until the entire winter season with a 
peak rate of 37 occurring from January to February of the succeeding year. It gradually 
decreased during spring season followed by abrupt decline to 21 in the mid summer (July). After 
reaching the lowest rate, it suddenly elevated until end of summer and maintained the increase 
through autumn.         
This study noted that the ambient temperature and salinity of the seawater medium used 
for coral cultures were 25–27°C and 27–29, respectively. At these levels, coral in vitro survive at 
high rate and regenerate its tissue. As mentioned earlier, this temperature level was first 
established due to incidental increase of growing cultures where they maintained in the normal 
temperature with common white fluorescent light irradiance. In the case of the salinity of 
seawater medium, such range was obtained because of prevailing temperature in the room where 
medium were being stored for several months, considering that medium used in cultures were 
not enriched, nor sterilized.  
When the measurement for the medium used and the seawater in Tosa Bay was 
compared, the temperature and salinity have showed variation pattern that were associated with 
season (see Fig. 2.6). In both parameters, high variations were evident during winter and summer 
seasons. Likewise moderate to low variations have been observed in spring and autumn seasons. 
As shown in the graph, the seawater temperature in Tosa Bay used to intercept with the medium-
based level in May to June and in September, while for salinity in early June and late July. This 
showed that the water parameters from the coral collection site have matched with the ambient 
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laboratory level during the transition seasons such as spring and autumn, when the survival rates 
of the coral cultures were also high. 
                  
2.4. Discussion 
This study had demonstrated that scleractinian coral P. damicornis experimentally induced 
regeneration of the tissue fragments cultured in Petri dishes containing raw seawater medium for 
more than a week at favorable condition. This further supports the study of Kramarsky-Winter et 
al. (2011) that had revealed the potentials of corals to propagate using in vitro technique. Unlike 
the experiments where corals were being transplanted in the recirculating tanks, aquaria or 
natural reef to monitor growth (Kinzie et al. 1984; Yap et al. 1992; Stimson 1997; van Treeck & 
Schuhmacher 1997; Soong & Chen 2003; Borneman 2008), this procedure became a very useful 
to innovation that produces ‘coral cultures in glasses’ readily available for various growth or 
tissue regeneration examination use. In addition, the advantages of this system were considered 
to be (1) amenable - where tissue culture is acquiescent to simple laboratory set-up within the 
ambient room condition; (2) cost efficient – which minimally required typical laboratory 
materials without further aeration or continuous water-flow, medium enrichment, feeding, 
complicated lighting fixtures and other growth enhancer; and (3) resource-wise – where small 
apical fragments are viable culture size requirement that could ecologically help minimize coral 
extraction from the reef. This highly suggests that the ability of coral to grow is not selective as 
to the nature, form and size of its environment.  
The aspects of coral tissue regeneration have been widely reported from the natural reef, 
as cited earlier. These reports mainly discussed the closure mechanism of the inflicted lesion on 
the coral, which was termed as ‘centripetal’ regeneration in the present study. Further, most 
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studies have emphasized that the regenerative ability of the corals were highly dependent on the 
size of the lesion/injury inflicted upon. It has been suggested that the bigger the surface area or 
perimeter of the lesion, the lower the probability to completely close or heal the injured area. For 
instance in Meester et al. (1997), the massive coral M. annularis could regenerate a maximum of 
4.7 mm
2
 per mm of perimeter length, only 67% of the lesion could be closed by the lesion size 
83 mm
2
 but not capable of recovering larger than 130 mm
2
. Similar with P. astreoides that 
regenerated about 50% of the 1 cm
2
 and <10% for A. agaricites but both species could not 
perform in the larger injury of 5 cm
2
 (Bak & Steward-Van Es 1980). In such phenomenon, 
various reasons were explained. Coral tissue regeneration may depend on other intrinsic factors 
such as the decrease in the capacity of corals to regenerate in time, shape, type and position of 
lesion and coral morphology (Bak & Steward-Van Es 1980; Bak 1983; Wahle 1983; Hall 1997; 
Meester et al. 1997; Oren et al. 1997, 2001; van Woesik 1998; Cróquer et al. 2002; Titlyanov et 
al. 2005). It was also attributed to extrinsic factors like algal or animal colonization, 
sedimentation, depth and temperature range, and diseases that possibly impede the healing 
process (Wahle 1983; Hall 1997; Kramarsky-Winter & Loya, 2000; Cróquer et al. 2002; 
Titlyanov et al. 2005; Fishers et al. 2007; Sabine et al. 2015). The unrecovered area may lead to 
permanent dead lesion (Bak 1983; Bak & Steward-Van Es 1980) functionally referred to as 
‘asymptote’ (Meesters et al. 1997).  
Comparing such conditions with the present result although the centripetal regeneration 
of P. damicornis was entirely (100%) completed, it shows that the growth rate of coral 
regeneration from in vitro condition was relatively slower than in natural setting. In terms with 
the induction of growing tissue, the centripetal regeneration in present study had commenced 8 
days after the fragmentation similar in Meester et al. (1997) and Sabine et al. (2015) when the 
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regeneration were also reported to initiate after the injuries were inflicted. However in this study 
the mean growth rate of 0.068 mm/day (centripetal mode) is too far to compare with the mean 
rate of 6.71-15.99 mm
/
day (Meester et al. 1997) and with 5.0-17.5 mm
/
day (Sabine et al. 2015) 
even though the tissue growth rates in these studies were reported to decline in the succeeding 
days. Further it must be considered that extrinsic factors such as those mentioned earlier were 
absent from in vitro system while the recovery of corals inflicted lesion in the natural reef 
remains dynamic. If this is the case, it was assumed that the state of the coral environment 
together with its physiological state affects tissue regeneration processes, synergistically (Wahle 
1983; Kramarsky-Winter & Loya, 2000; Titlyanov et al. 2005). 
Dealing with two modes of regeneration in the present study, the growth by radial 
regeneration is apparently driven by similar mechanism with centripetal mode except for the 
growth rates. In centripetal mode, the rough surface of the exposed skeleton may assisted the 
tissue to grow rapidly than smooth surfaces in radial mode, although this is mere speculation in 
time. In Acropora, rapid tissue regeneration on the skeletal surfaces was observed to be assisted 
by the equivalent production of skeleton that helps seal the lesion in its fastest way (Hall 1997). 
The coral P. damicornis having an imperforate tissue (Stimson 1997; Kinzie et al. 1984), 
possessed a tissue that could overgrow on any surface. In this study, the surrounding lesion 
mounted on the silica gel regenerates until the cover glass, both representing soft and hard 
substrata with smooth texture. Likewise in the present observations coral tissues used to grow 
even on the attached debris such as shedded calcareous materials; algal settlers (Meesters et al. 
1997; Titlyanov et al. 2005) and over the accumulated debris and sediments (van Woesik 1998). 
This further supports the fact that the attachment of coral tissue into the substrate is not selective 
(Highsmith 1982; van Treeck & Schuhmacher 1997; Lirman 2000). Conclusively, tissue 
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regeneration is a dynamic behaviour, which Fishers et al. (2007) reported that coral tissue 
regeneration persisted for a year or more in the reef setting.      
  The survivorship of the coral fragments in vitro probably was the most essential aspect 
of this study. In this experiment, it was assumed that the survival and tissue regeneration were 
assisted by other factors including the fragment size, light irradiance, and water temperature. 
Dealing with fragment size, tissue fragment from the apical branches used in this study measured 
about 3-5 mm which was noted to thrive in a Petri dish culture containing 150 mL seawater 
medium. The survival of fragments by sizes has been investigated from the transplanted coral 
experiments in natural reef (Bruno 1998; Lirman 2000), where they indicated that survival of 
fragment has no significant relationship with the size of fragments. This suggested that coral 
survival does not depend on its size in the reef setting while in closed system this condition is 
unknown so far. 
In terms of room light, the white fluorescent irradiance of 8-9 µmol m
-2
s
-1
 used in the 
present study can be pronounced an ambient light intensity due to survival and growth of coral 
tissue fragment by in vitro system. Verifying from that of Borneman (2008), the irradiance level 
used in this study was within the SSI (sea surface irradiance) limit of 30-40% for the ‘reef’ range 
or equivalent to 6-8 µmol m
-2
s
-1
, considering that the normal SSI is 20 µmol m
-2
s
-1
. 
As to coral survival, it was found that in the late spring and early autumn the temperature 
of the seawater in Tosa Bay was nearly closed to the standard temperature of 26°C the medium 
used in the laboratory (refer to Fig. 2.6). In these seasons, coral cultures have higher survival 
rates than winter season where seawater in Tosa Bay was extremely low (refer to Table 2.1 or 
Fig. 2.5). Considering the association of temperature and survival rate of cultures, in this case 
such condition could be attributed to acclimatization ability of corals where coral samples 
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collected during warmer season used to survive and grow well than those collected during 
winter.  This phenomenon remains a speculation as this present method used is poorly 
demonstrated in the early studies. In an outdoor tank experiment, spring season was also reported 
with high growth rate for P. lutea found Okinawa reef (Titlyanov et al. 2005). In this season 
also, it was reported that five coral species from the Caribbean Sea exhibited its peak tissue 
biomass (Fitt et al. 2000). On the other hand, during autumn season the lesion inflicted on F. 
granulosa from Red Sea had completely recovered (Kramarsky-Winter & Loya, 2000).  
Although it is indicated that adaptive mechanism was inherent among corals to survive in 
closed system (Borneman 2008), it remains plausible that the temperature must be highly 
considered when shifting environment for coral cultures. Further this study suggests that when 
conducting similar procedure, spring and autumn season are the suitable season to propagate 
corals from Petri dishes. However if year round cultures are necessary, medium used must either 
thermally parallel or directly obtained from similar site where coral samples were gathered.      
    In conclusion, this successful attempt of culturing scleractinian coral in vitro is a 
considerable significance of this study. It is likewise pronounced that the capability of coral to 
grow was not definite as to nature of environment, while the culture system could be done not as 
complicated as previously thought. The diverse mode of tissue regeneration exhibited by 
imperforate coral such as P. damicornis suggested that other species having similar tissue 
characteristic could also perform similar process. Likewise the possibility of introducing various 
coral species into this form of culture system can be possible. This study may provide inputs that 
could assists coral biologists in establishing future experimental set-up and produce mass coral 
clones for use in various histological and ecological investigations.  
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Table 2.1. Coral collection dates and survival rates of Acropora sp. and P. damicornis after 30 
days of in vitro culture.  The number of fragments produced depends on the availability of 
healthy colonies. (‒) sign indicates no data recorded.       
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Fig. 2.1. (A‒F) Procedure for the in vitro culture of tissue fragments of P. damicornis. (a) Small colonies were collected at Tosa Bay, 
Kochi, Japan then sealed in the bucket before being transported to the laboratory. (b) Apical branches were gently excised using 
pliers. (c) Cover glass was placed with silica gel then placed in individual Petri dish with raw seawater. (d) Small fragment was gently 
mounted on the silica gel to stand erect. (e) Isolates were maintained on the laboratory desk exposed to room fluorescent light and 
temperature from 25 to 27°C. (f) Truncated colonies were maintained in the aerated aquarium for future use.    
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Fig. 2.2. Time-lapse micrographs of the two modes of tissue regenerations in P. damicornis. (a1-3) Note the closure of the 
surrounding lesions (indicated by trace lines) on the coral fragment for 6 days that exhibited centripetal regeneration. (b1-3)  While 
the coral fragment with lesion directly mounted on the silica gel exhibited radial regeneration extending towards the cover glass for 23 
days.       
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Fig. 2.3. Schematic diagram of the two modes of tissue regenerations in P. damicornis. (a) 
Centripetal regeneration of coral tissue or the typical closure/healing of lesion (arrows). (b) 
Radial regeneration of coral tissues or the outgrowing mechanism to disperse extensively 
(arrows). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.4. Survival rates of P. damicornis from in vitro culture. Line graph represents the survival 
rate (%) and bar graph for the number of coral fragments. The number of samples produced 
varied due to availability of healthy colonies.  
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Fig. 2.5. Timing of cell divisions of in situ zooxanthellae in the regenerated tissue of P. damicornis. Division of zooxanthellae 
(arrowheads) developing into doublet cells (inlet) in (a3) morning, (b3) afternoon  and  (c3) midnight. 
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Fig. 2.6. Variation of water parameters from Tosa Bay (curve) from standard medium level 
(vertical). Salinity (‰) is indicated by dotted lines and temperature (°C) by continuous lines.  
 
 
Fig. 2.7. Map showing the source of seawater medium at Kochi University - Usa Marine 
Biological Station (yellow star) and coral collection site at Tosa Bay (red star). (maps courtesy 
of Google)   
3. The effect of monochromatic lights on the growth of coral regenerated tissues and the 
density of in situ symbiotic zooxanthellae 
 
3.1. Introduction  
Most reef-building corals such as P. damicornis are typical photo-symbiotic organisms, because 
they live in symbiosis together with photosynthetic zooxanthellae, which utilize light to produce 
organic substances. Many coral species are supplied with organic substances from symbiotic 
zooxanthellae. Therefore, corals cannot grow at the places deeper than the extension of their 
photic zone (Beer et al. 2014).  
In the sea, water columns behave such a monochromator or filter that absorbs certain 
wavelengths in sunlight where violet and blue have minimal light extinction than red consisting 
of longer wavelengths when the depth of water increases (Mass et al. 2010). The monochromatic 
adaptability or the effect of single type of light/spectrum exposure on the corals has been studied 
in various settings (Kinzie et al. 1984; Kinzie & Hunter, 1987; D’Angelo et al. 2008, Mass et al. 
2010; Wijgerde et al. 2014). In their studies, growth conditions of the corals that live within 
ambient photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) vary significantly when the corals were 
exposed to light with different spectral signature. While coral acclimation to light intensity had 
pronounced effect, it has been suggested that the light color may influence corals in several 
growth indicators such as photosynthetic, pigment rate, skeletal growth and zooxanthellae 
density (Kinzie et al. 1984; Kinzie & Hunter, 1987; D’Angelo et al. 2008, Mass et al. 2010; 
Wijgerde et al. 2014). Under normal reef condition, corals inflicted with lesion have tissue 
growth rate reached between 5.0 -15.5 mm
2
 day
-1
 (Meester et al. 1997; Sabine et al. 2015). For 
the in situ zooxanthellae, its established density in many hermatypic corals ranges from 0.5 to 5 x 
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10
6
 cells cm
-2
 (as cited by Hoegh-Guldberg & Smith 1989; Jones & Yellowlees 1997; Stimson 
1997). Exposure from blue light promoted more coral growth and associated increase in the 
density of zooxanthellae (Kinzie et al. 1984; Wijgerde et al. 2014), that further enhanced coral 
pigmentation (D’Angelo et al. 2008).  However, exposures to green and red lights have resulted 
in the lowest growth rate (Kinzie et al. 1984; Wijgerde et al. 2014). Increased irradiance levels 
of UV radiation such as at peak wavelength of 320-400 nm (UV-A) potentially mediates coral 
bleaching (Gleason & Wellington 1993). Information on the experimental exposure to corals in 
vitro under extensive varieties of light resembling the PAR spectra is far lacking.             
In this study, the effect of monochromatic light spectra on the tissue development and 
density of its in situ zooxanthellae cell were investigated. Coral growth is highly affected by the 
intensity of light and depends much on the spectral composition of light, however this 
physiological condition remains unknown among coral cultures in vitro system.  
 
3.2. Materials and Methods 
3.2.1. Coral exposure to various monochromatic light treatments  
The procedure of the coral fragmentation and in vitro culture technique were similar as 
described in Chapter 2. Coral cultures exposed under monochromatic light treatments have used 
those with lesions mounted on the silica gel which regenerate tissues on the flat surfaces (glass 
substrate), appropriate for measuring tissue length. LED (light emitting diode) (IS-Mini Series; 
CCS Inc., Tokyo, Japan) was used for monochromatic light sources, each of which had a peak 
wavelength (see Table 3.1). Three coral fragments were cultured separately in each Petri dish 
containing seawater for some weeks to induce regenerated tissues and exposed to each 
monochromatic light in a dark box for 10 days at the irradiance levels of 1.0 W/m
2
, 1.5 W/m
2
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and 2.0 W/m
2
. LED light illumination was set with intermittent treatment of 14h light and 10h 
dark under irradiance levels 1.0 W/m
-2
, 1.5 W/m
-2
 and 2.0 W/m
-2
, respectively. Corals were 
examined using light microscopy with similar procedure for monitoring tissue regeneration by 
time-lapse microscopy in Chapter 2 except that micrographs were obtained manually. 
Micrographs were captured consistently at a specific site of regenerating tissue magnified 40x 
and 100x, respectively. Micrographs was obtained prior to exposure (day 0) then every 48h for 
10 days. Pen marking were place at the bottom of the glass dishes, while the images showing the 
location in the coral samples were printed to immediately locate the focal sites during 
microscopy. Two control samples were considered, the ambient condition as standard for the 
developing tissues and dark condition (total darkness) for the degenerating tissues. The entire 
procedure was performed at ambient room temperature from 25°C to 27°C.  
 
3.2.2. Measurement of coral tissue length 
Using the processing software ImageJ (Rasband 2003), low magnification images were 
analyzed to measure the distance of extending or retracting tissues. At one stable point such as 
visible calcification mark located at the base of the regenerating tissue, the distance towards the 
tissue edge was measured at five locations (Fig. 3.1). Length scale was set to 373.33 pixels/mm 
with standard measurement based from an objective micrometer. Data such as average length 
and standard deviation were derived from the computed values by the software database. 
 
3.2.3. Counting the density of in situ zooxanthellae 
The density of the zooxanthellae in situ was determined by manual counting where high 
magnification micrographs were analyzed. Nine quadrats (three each in outer, middle and inner 
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zones) with standard area of 32 x 32 µm (1000 µm
2
) were plotted randomly on the micrographs 
(Fig. 3.2). All zooxanthellae cells found inside the quadrats were counted. Dividing cells were 
counted as two individuals (Guillard & Sieracki, 2005), those that showed doublet cells. In case 
of overlapping cells, the number was estimated by analyzing micrographs from various focuses.  
 
3.2.4. Growth data analysis  
Data analyses were done using spreadsheet. To determine the increment/decrement in 
coral tissues, similar growth rate formula in Chapter 2 was used. To compute for the density of 
the in situ zooxanthellae (% cells per unit mm
2
), the formula was expressed as;  
Relative density rate  =    100 • (d2 – d1) /( t2 – t1) 
where d  = density and t = time at 1 (final) and 2 (initial), respectively. Using the mean values, 
the correlation coefficient (r value) between the coral tissues and zooxanthellae density in time 
was computed. The over-all growth conditions of corals from the different light treatments was 
then determined. Using growth rate data, coral samples with tissue increment higher than 
standard rates of ambient control were categorized as ‘good’, values within or equivalent to 
standard rates as ‘average’, then lower than standard rate as ‘poor’.   
      
3.3. Results 
3.3.1. Growth rates of coral tissue under monochromatic lights 
The growth rate of coral tissue exposed under different monochromatic spectra was shown in 
Table 3.2 and in Fig. 3.4. In control ambient conditions, the normal growth rate of regenerated 
tissues of coral cultures in 10 days was 55.2 µm/day. However under continuous dark 
environment, the tissue growth in all corals declined at mean rate of -29.2 µm/day. This absolute 
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type of growth response was also observed in corals exposed from monochromatic BB and FR 
light spectra. Under BB light, all samples from three irradiance levels have significant increase in 
tissue length. The mean growth rate at 1.0 W/m
2 
was 14.9 µm/day, while at 2.0 W/m
2
 the tissue 
growth increased to 20.3 µm/day. Both rates were lower than control ambient conditions. 
However, at the irradiance 1.5W/m
2
 tissue growth was highly significant to 159.7 µm/day, 
obtaining three times higher than the standard control rate. Upon exposure to FR, all coral 
samples completely degenerated in time. At 1.0W/m
2
 coral tissues tended to retract by -14.6 
µm/day followed by 2.0W/m
2
 with -20.5µm/day. Corals at 1.5W/m
2
 degenerate significantly 
with -60.5µm/day twice higher than control dark condition. During continuous tissue retraction, 
widespread expulsions of zooxanthellae cells were observed by which pellets were deposit 
pellets on the substrate. Some corals subsequently died after the 10-day experiment.         
In other light spectra, varying irradiance levels per se promoted inconsistent coral growth 
responses. Under VV, GG and YY light spectra, most corals did not grow from irradiance level 
1.0W/m
2
 where they retract at the rates of -10 µm/day (VV), -2.0 µm/day (GG) and -8.2 µm/day 
(YY). These decrement rates were relatively higher than control dark condition. However at 
irradiance 1.5W/m
2
 tissue growth persisted with 8.9 µm/day (VV), 1.9 µm/day (GG) and 3.6 
µm/day (YY). Similarly at 2.0 W/m
2
, further increases were observed 17.3 µm/day (VV), 29.2 
µm/day (GG) and 17.8 µm/day (YY), respectively. However, these rates remained lower than 
normal growth from ambient conditions. Corals exposed from R62 and R68 lights also tended 
coral tissues to retract both at irradiance levels 1.0 and 1.5W/m
2
. Under R62, decrement rates in 
both irradiances were -4.4 µm/day and -1.9 µm/day, while in R68 with -6.4 µm/day and -3.9 
µm/day. These rates were relatively high as compared from control dark condition. Exposure to 
UV-A spectrum, corals tended to retract tissue by -30.5 µm/day at irradiance 2.0 W/m
2
, while at 
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1.0 and 1.5W/m
2
 coral tissue grow with 9.9 µm/day and significant rate of 136.2 µm/day, 
respectively. Comparing rate from ambient condition, only corals from irradiance 1.5W/m
2
 had 
enhanced growth beyond the standard rate of ambient condition. 
             
3.3.2. Density of the in situ zooxanthellae cells 
Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.5 have shown the mean density rate of the in situ zooxanthellae cells 
in corals exposed to different light spectra. In ambient control conditions was 23.3 
cells/mm
2
/day. In contrast to dark control condition where the number of symbionts decreased 
due to degeneration of host tissue, the mean decrement rate was -123.4 cell/mm
2
/day. Similarly 
in all irradiance levels of UV-A and FR rays, significant decline in symbiont density were 
evident from -15.5 to -143.6 cell/mm
2
/day (UV-A) and -52.4 to -130.7 cell/mm
2
/day (FR). The 
decrement of symbiont density at irradiance 1.5W/m
2
 was lower as compared from 1.0W/m
2
, 
while the density rate at irradiance 2.0W/m
2 
were higher than the standard rate of dark control 
condition. Likewise the expulsion of zooxanthellae was noted.  
In other light treatments, zooxanthellae density varied significantly with the irradiance 
levels. In VV ray, the zooxanthellae population found in situ used to increase in all light 
intensities with 18.7 cells/ mm
2
/day at 1.0W/m
2
 that was higher than 1.5W/m
2
 with 16.2 cells/ 
mm
2
/day. Although compared from the ambient control samples these rates are lower, except in 
irradiance 2.0W/m
2 
with mean density of 46.7 cells/mm
2
/day. Under BB ray, the zooxanthellae 
cells density at irradiances 1.0 W/m
2
 and 2.0W/m
2
 were 35.8 cells/mm
2
/day and 35.3 
cells/mm
2/
day were relatively higher than ambient control condition. Remarkably at irradiance 
1.5W/m
2
 the population decreased to -32.7cells/mm
2
/day, however no associated expulsion of 
zooxanthellae cells was observed unlike in growth-inhibiting lights where population decline of 
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the symbionts were evident. This trend likewise occurred in R68 light. The density of symbionts 
at irradiance 1.5W/m
2
 was -54.5 cells/mm
2
/day, lower than 1.0W/m
2
 with 13.5 cells/ mm
2
/day. 
At 2.0W/m
2
 the zooxanthellae density was 37.8 cells/mm
2
/day, which appeared higher than the 
rate from ambient control condition.  
Contrary to the earlier results, the population of zooxanthellae exposed to GG, YY and 
R62 lights was apparently inclined with light irradiance levels. Its density at irradiance 1.0W/m
2
 
decreased significantly at the rates of -7.7 cells/mm
2
/day (GG), -61.2 cells/mm
2
/day (YY) and -
1.5 cells/mm
2
/day (R62) but remains higher compared from control dark condition. Rate 
increments were further observed at irradiance 1.5W/m
2
 and 2.0W/m
2
. Density rates at these 
irradiance levels from YY and R62 rays were relatively higher than ambient control condition.   
 
3.3.3. Correlation between coral tissue length and zooxanthellae density  
The correlation between the coral tissue growth and the density of the in situ 
zooxanthellae cell were analyzed in each monochromatic light treatment. In ambient control 
condition, the correlation coefficient (r) value was -0.61, showing that both factors have 
moderate indirect relationship to each other. This might be the result of coral samples that 
exhibited significant growth of tissue against low increase in the density of in situ zooxanthellae. 
In control dark condition, r value was moderate to 0.52 which indicated rather that the retraction 
of coral tissue was accompanied by loss of zooxanthellae population in host cells. 
Regardless of light irradiance levels, the correlation coefficients of corals exposed to 
monochromatic spectra varied significantly. Several light treatments have exhibited strong to 
modest positive correlation that includes VV ray with 0.70, UV-A = 0.60, GG =0.50 and R68 
=0.58, respectively. Others have showed very weak positive correlation such as FR with 0.16 and 
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YY light having 0.07. On the other hand, the coefficient from R62 showed negatively weak 
correlation = -0.25. In terms of BB light, r value was -0.66 with almost similar case as in 
ambient control condition. Most corals at irradiance 1.5 W/m
2
 exhibited low reproduction of 
zooxanthellae cells that appeared inversely proportional with the extensive growth of host tissue. 
 
3.3.4. Over-all coral growth condition under monochromatic lights 
Corals cultured at ambient environment significantly changed its growth responses when 
exposed under the different monochromatic light spectra. In Fig. 3.6, the graph showed that 
corals exposed to UV-A ray appeared with highest number of corals with ‘good’ growth 
condition i.e. 33%. However, UV-A had a least number (11%) of ‘moderately’ grown corals 
while ‘poor’ growth were abundant to 60%. This was followed by VV and BB rays, both of 
which had 22% ‘good’ coral growth condition. The remaining 78% of corals in VV light grew 
with ‘poor’ condition. Under BB light, 44% of corals exhibited ‘moderate’ growth while only 
33% were poorly developed. The BB ray remains a significant growth-enhancing 
monochromatic light for coral and its symbiotic zooxanthellae. Corals exposed to GG, YY and 
R68 lights exhibited the same result where 11% of corals developed with ‘moderate’ condition 
while 89% led to ‘poor’ growth. Lights such as R62 and FR have common effect to all of its 
corals where entirely (100%) had subsequent ‘poor’ condition. This showed that no corals in 
these light qualities developed within the standard growth condition. The effects of R62 and FR 
to corals were congruent with the dark regime where both host tissue and symbionts failed to 
proliferate.  
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3.4. Discussion 
This study had significantly demonstrated a novel and simple method by examining the effect of 
monochromatic light spectra in coral through microscopy using in vitro cultures with induced 
regenerated tissues. In Chapter 1, it was indicated that the tissue regenerations in both modes 
revealed a dynamic behaviour, but how far would a tissue grow radially from in vitro system 
remains unknown. 
To further solve the issue, corals that induced radial regenerations were experimentally 
cultured under light treatment. Upon exposure, corals dramatically showed varying growth 
responses of regenerated tissues when they received irradiance from different monochromatic 
light spectra. This study had revealed that both light quality at peak wavelength and irradiance 
levels influenced the growth of coral regenerating tissues and the density of in situ symbiotic 
zooxanthellae. Blue spectra (470 nm) enhanced the growth of coral regenerating tissues best of 
all monochromatic lights. Some coral exposed to blue light at an intermediate irradiance level of 
1.5 W/m
2
, significantly enhanced the coral regenerated tissue beyond the growth rate of the 
corals cultured under ambient ‘white’ light environment. In contrast, red spectra such as R62 
(620 nm) and far red (737 nm) light entirely affected the corals in all irradiance levels, while 
UV-A (470 nm) affected poorly corals specifically from the strongest irradiance of 2.0 W/m
2
. 
Under growth-inhibiting spectra, corals were mainly characterized with discriminate tissue 
retraction, and ‘wiggling-to-expulsion’ reactions of the in situ symbiotic zooxanthellae (Camaya 
et al. 2016). The present result further supports the earlier findings of Kinzie et al. (1984) and 
Wijgerde et al. (2014), whose suggested that the spectral composition of light per se such as blue 
ray promoted the coral health and skeletal growth while the red lights represses its physiological 
development. Further in this present study, the types of red spectra that negatively affected the 
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coral development were significantly distinguished as those having the shortest wavelength of 
620 nm and the longest wavelength of 737 nm, respectively. In the case of other light colors used 
in this experiment, they induced diverse growth patterns dissociated with the irradiance level. 
Whether the coral growth were blue enhanced or red-repressed (Kinzie et al. 1984; Wijgerde et 
al. 2014), it is now relatively clear that monochromatic light spectra along with intensity level 
were committed on the growth response towards maintaining coral-zooxanthellae symbioses.     
This study had observed the enormous increase in tissue regeneration of the corals 
exposed from blue rays at irradiance 1.5 W/m
2
 and yet the density of zooxanthellae tended to 
decline despite the absence of symbiont expulsion. This appeared that only the host cell growth 
was enhanced, although it is not known how blue spectra directly affect coral tissue growth. 
Kinzie et al. (1984) indicated that blue light act through photosynthetic efficiency by stimulating 
the chlorophyll a content of the symbiotic cells. As to why photsynthetic zooxanthellae cells 
apparently did not proliferate well under such condition remains an unknown fact.  
In the case of growth inhibition such as in red spectra where retraction of regenerated 
tissue were evident, such event was further explained by Brown et al. (1994) whose indicated 
that the retraction is a physiological response of corals to unfavourable change in environment 
such as intense light irradiance and a further response to bleaching. Similarly, corals in captivity 
exposed to low irradiance tended the tissue recession to occur (Borneman 2008). In Wijgerde et 
al. (2014), deteriorating corals exhibit necrosis until mortality. The recent study of Camaya et al. 
(2016) had demonstrated the effect of distinct light stressors such as UV-A and far red on the 
ultrastructure of the coral species and suggested that a common mechanism might be involved in 
the early stage of bleaching such as autophagy and gastrodermal cell necrosis.  In this regards, it 
is assumed that similar process of cell degradation also occurred during indiscriminate retraction 
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of tissue from other growth-inhibiting spectra in this experiment i.e. red 620 as relative coral 
strain and monochromatic form of light also have been used.  
With the variation in the growth responses between coral tissue and symbiotic 
zooxanthellae in each light treatment along with irradiance levels, this study assumed that their 
growth patterns might be direct or indirectly associated to one another (see Fig. 7).  A directly 
associated pattern is either ‘enhanced’ where the growth of host tissue is coupled with the 
increase in density of symbionts such as in blue and some samples from violet and green spectra, 
or ‘inhibited’ where both degenerate in time i.e. far red, red 620 and several corals in UV-A. The 
present result further supports the fact that correlation between host and symbiont growth exist 
(Davy et al. 2012). As host size increases, zooxanthellae abundance increases proportionately 
(Muscatine et al. 1986). In fact in our recent ultrastructural examination of coral under ambient 
condition (see Chapter 4), had confirmed the assumption of Davy et al. (2012) that symbiont cell 
division was followed by the division of coral host cell. In this case, it is plausible that the 
normal growth rate between host and symbiotic cells must be equal.  
Dealing with the ‘inhibited’ growth pattern, the present study also suggests that the 
decline in growth of host tissue was equivalent to loss of symbiont population. The subsequent 
death of some corals under far red light were due to massive release of zooxanthellae, which 
supports the earlier reports that continuous loss of zooxanthellae led to bleaching (Lesser et al. 
1990; Gleason & Wellington, 1993) or slowed down the recovery of coral from bleaching (Jones 
& Yellowlees, 1997). The intense exposure to UV radiation is one of the profound driving 
factors of zooxanthellae depletion leading to experimental and natural bleaching in corals (Lesser 
& Shick 1990; Lesser et al. 1990; Gleason & Wellington 1993).  
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This study further demonstrated that the growth response of host tissue from light spectra 
was indirectly associated with symbiont population. The good examples for this event are the 
coral growth pattern from blue and UV-A rays profoundly at 1.5W/m
2
, and those from red 62 
and red 68, as discussed earlier. If this is the case, it is suggested that a paradoxical pattern of 
zooxanthellae population appeared when coral tissue tended to retracts or increase. We speculate 
that the population of zooxanthellae may increase due to the congestion from retracting coral 
tissue, or may decongest when host tissues grow extensively. In this study, no analysis of mitotic 
index has been done, however it may be suggested that cellular control and regulation of 
symbiotic algae by the coral host may exist. The control and synchrony of cnidarians host and 
symbiont division are not fully understood however some potential mechanism was might be 
involved in the inhibition of symbiont growth and division (Davy et al. 2012). Asynchronous 
division may occur, as the division pattern of host and symbiont cells used to exhibit separate 
phasing (Fitt et al. 2000).  The regulation of zooxanthellae population density likely occurred by 
facultative increase and expulsion of zooxanthellae, but factors involved is unknown (Muscatine 
et al. 1986). The fact that this event became evident due to light manipulation regime, pertinent 
inconsistency in growth pattern between host and symbionts remains feasible (Jones & 
Yellowlees, 1997; Fitt et al. 2000).  
While it is now understood that the growth condition between the host and its symbiotic 
zooxanthellae changes dramatically when corals were exposed to monochromatic light treatment, 
the underlying mechanism involved on the varying growth responses was highly complicated. 
Some light colors induced direct effect on either enhancement or inhibition of growth between 
host tissue and symbionts while others stimulate reverse growth pattern depending on the 
irradiance levels. With these variations revealed in the correlation coefficients, it is important to 
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note that the declining rate of zooxanthellae density does not primarily mean degeneration or 
expulsion. Hence it remains necessary to look after the nature of responses whether host coral 
commits implication to bleaching or may potentially undergo regulation of symbiont 
proliferation.  
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Table 3.1. Monochromatic spectra used as light treatment coral culture. Arranged from shortest 
to longest wavelengths, light intensities (Voltage) per irradiance level vary in each spectrum.  
 
 
Table 3.2. Summary of coral tissue growth rates (cor) (µm/day) and the relative densities of in 
situ zooxanthellae (zoo) (cell/mm
2
/day) in individual coral sample S1, S2, S3 at three irradiance 
levels. 
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Fig. 3.1. Measurement of coral tissue length observed under low magnification micrographs. 
Using Image J software, the length of the tissue was randomly measured in five sites. Visible 
mark such as permanent calcification was used as point of origin of line plots. Note the extent of 
the regenerated tissue before exposure to far red rays (a) and after 10 days (b) where retraction 
was evident (white lines).        
 
 
 
Fig. 3.2. Density of the in situ symbiotic zooxanthellae cells observed under high magnification 
micrographs. All cells were counted inside the nine fixed quadrats (1x1 mm) randomly plotted 
on the coral regenerated tissue. Note the density of symbiont cells prior to exposure from blue 
light (a) and after 6 days exposure (b).  
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Fig. 3.3. Growth rates of P. damicornis tissue fragments experimentally exposed to various 
monochromatic light spectra with three irradiance levels. Vertical dotted lines indicates the 
normal rates of ambient control (+) and dark control (-).  Values are means + s.e. (n = 3). 
 
Fig. 3.4. Relative density of the in situ symbiotic zooxanthella in P. damicornis tissue fragments 
experimentally exposed to various monochromatic light spectra with three irradiance levels. 
Vertical dotted lines indicate the normal rates of ambient control (+) and dark control (-).  
Values are means + s.e. (n = 3). 
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Fig. 3.5. Over-all growth conditions of P. damicornis under monochromatic light spectra.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.6. Schematic representation of growth relationship between coral tissues (circles) in situ 
symbiotic zooxanthellae (dots) under control conditions and monochromatic light spectra. (a-b) 
This pattern indicates direct association of host-symbiont growth directed towards (a) growth-
enhanced or (b)growth-inhibited. (c-d) Indirect association of host-symbiont growth pattern 
either by (c) ‘promoted coral tissue-growth only’ or (d) ‘promoted symbiont-growth only’.  
4. Ultrastructure of cell division of symbiotic zooxanthellae and their host coral cells 
 
4.1. Introduction 
Cellular division is a dynamic process and one of the fundamental properties in all living cells. In 
cnidarians, the proliferation of the symbiotic or host cell by means of cell division must be kept 
in pace to one another, for the symbiosis to persist in a steady state (Davy et al. 2012). There are 
diverse studies that associate the proliferation of symbiotic species and host animal with the 
rhythmic mechanism, diel mitotic index, growth rates, seasonal population density and pigment 
content (Sweeney & Hastings 1958; Gladfelter 1983; Fitt & Trench 1983; Wilkerson et al. 1983, 
1988; Muscatine et al. 1986; Hoegh-Guldberg 1994; Jones & Yellowlees 1997; Fitt 2000; Fitt et 
al. 2000). Although phased division pattern has been found to occur in symbionts or with its host 
cell (Gladfelter 1983; Wilkerson et al. 1988; Hoegh-Guldberg 1994; Fitt 2000), it has been 
reported that zooxanthellae did not showed periodicity in some cnidarian (Wilkerson et al. 1988; 
see Chapter 1). The more precise about the aspect of cell division in cnidarian symbioses is that, 
the division of the in situ zooxanthellae must be followed by a similar response of the host cell, 
although the mechanism involved is far understood (Davy et al. 2012).       
The most common mode of reproduction in dinoflagellates is asexual reproduction that 
involves the process of mitosis (karyokinesis) and subsequent cytokiesis (Spector 1984). In the 
case of the Symbiodinium, they divide in coccoid state bybinary fissionin hospite and from 
isolates (Freudenthal 1962; Trench 1993). Cell biologists distinctly characterize dinoflagellates 
due to the presence of unusual nucleus exhibiting no traces of DNA histone, permanently 
condensed chromosomes and a nuclear envelope persisting throughout its life cycle (Dodge 
1973; Triemer & Fritz 1984). Ultrastructurally, the mitosis of dinoflagellates in various genera 
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has been extensively examined in the past (Triemer & Fritz 1984). Investigations include the 
mitotic process or other aspect primarily from free-living dinoflagellates such as in Gonyaulax 
tamarensis (Dodge 1964) and G. polyedra (Schmitter 1971); Woloszynskia micra (Leadbeater & 
Dodge 1967); Gyrodinium cohnii (Kubai & Ris 1969); and Heterocapsa niei (Morill & Loeblich 
1984).  
Among the symbiotic zooxanthellae, Freudenthal (1962) originally described the 
histological morphology and life cycle of gymnodinioid dinoflagellates that were isolated from 
scyphozoans and proposed the species as Symbiodinium microadriaticum Freudenthal. Six years 
later, Taylor (1968) reported the formal ultrastructural description of in situ symbiotic 
zooxanthellae ‘akin’ to S. microadriaticum Freudenthal isolated from actinians and briefly 
suggested a probable origin of membrane structures of symbiotic cells. The process of the cell 
division of the symbiotic zooxanthellae was not clearly discussed. Later, Kevin et al. (1969) 
proposed the revised ultrastructure and the amendment of S. microadriaticum Freudenthal that 
derived from two strains isolated from cnidarian hosts however the details on the cell division of 
S. microadriaticum Freudenthal remained lacking. In the study of zooxanthellae isolated from 
mollusks, Tridacna species, no description of dividing cells has been reported (Taylor 1969). 
Another modified ultrastructural description of the zooxanthellae was proposed together with 
other gymnodinioid symbionts in other cnidarians (Trench & Blank 1987), but likewise 
information regarding cell division is absent. Further, similar natures of reports were done on 
various symbiotic species (Trench et al 1981; Kempf 1984; Trench & Thinh 1995; Banaszak et 
al. 1993), which taxonomic approaches are highly emphasized. Recently, the detailed fine 
structure of the Symbiodinium spp. from cnidarians was elucidated from Wakefield et al. (2000) 
but once again was confined to the revision of the ultrastructural description of the 
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zooxanthellae. Despite these considerable contributions, most studies conventionally deals with 
non-dividing features of the symbiotic zooxanthellae. Our understanding on the process of their 
proliferation through which symbiotic relationship with the host animal persist is far lacking. At 
present, little has been known on how coccoid zooxanthellae are maintained through observation 
of its dividing life cycle in host cells.  
We speculate that the current absence of formal ultrastructural examination of the 
dividing zooxanthellae from host cell may either overlooked or merely due to complication in the 
fixation of endosymbionts. To address the poor accessibility of corals to histological microscopy 
due to calcification (Weis et al. 2008), this study examined the dividing zooxanthellae in the 
gastrodermal cells of scleractinian coral P. damicornis. This emphasizes the behaviour of the 
cortical membranes and fine structures by freeze-substitution methods, an ideal fixation 
procedure for anthozoans (Wakefield et al. 2000). Our results have showed the first detailed 
ultrastructural description of the in situ cytokinesis process in zooxanthellae and coral host and 
demonstrated how the symbiont regulates its coccoid cell shape in light of cytomorphogenesis. 
For the first time, we have revealed the novel role of host nucleus prior to the establishment of its 
own mitosis which is undescribed before in the aspect of cnidarian cell division.    
 
4.2. Materials and methods 
4.2.1. Extraction of live coral tissues 
Using the in vitro cultures of P. damicornis that induced regenerated tissues (described in 
Chapter 2), three healthy-looking coral samples were placed under the light of table lamp to let 
polyps extend fully. To avoid the retraction of polyps, colonies were anesthetized by gently 
adding about 1/3 of the medium volume with 3.6% MgCl2·6H2O solution (Janes 2008). After 15 
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min, the polyps became dormant (inactive) then were they were cut off using dissecting scissors. 
Excised polyp fragments were remained in the sea water to prevent from desiccation and tissue 
death.   
 
4.2.2. Freeze-substitution fixation 
Specimen was fixed using freeze-substitution methods, but unlike in Wakefield et al. (2000), in 
this study a high-pressure freezer (HPM100; Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) was used. 
Using fine forceps, excised polyps were transferred carefully into gold rivets, add with optimum 
amount of cryoprotectant (fungi extract solution) then rapidly frozen. The frozen specimens were 
transferred to acetone containing 1% osmium tetraoxide at –80°C and stored in a deep freezer at 
–80°C for 72 h. Subsequently, samples were placed in –20°C for 24 h, held at 4°C overnight, and 
then warmed to room temperature for 2 h. They were rinsed with dry acetone five times for 3 
minutes then fragmented into small pieces using an improvised fine razor. Samples were 
infiltrated with dry acetone and Spurr’s resin solution series and embedded in molder with pure 
Spurr’s resin before finally polymerized at 70°C for 48 h.    
 
4.2.3. Electron microscopy 
Embedded samples were fragmented using razor then fixed into resin capsule. Serial ultrathin 
sections were made using a diamond knife (Diatome 45°, Nisshin EM Co., Ltd. Japan) on a 
Leica Utracut UCT ultramicrotome (Leica Microsystems). Using fine forceps, thin sections were 
mounted on the copper grid (100 mesh) with thin vinyl coating then stained with 1% uranyl 
acetate for 1 to 2h followed by lead citrate for 10 to 15min. Specimens were carbon-coated using 
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vacuum evaporator (JEE 4B, JEOL Co., Ltd. Japan). They were then examined with a JEOL 
JEM-1400 electron microscope (JEOL Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). 
 
4.3. Results 
4.3.1.  Non-dividing zooxanthellae in hospite  
Typically, a spherical non-dividing zooxanthella was individually harbored by a host 
gastrodermal cell. Several prominent cytoplasmic components were observed (Fig. 4.1a). The 
zooxanthella nucleus was irregularly shaped and commonly located almost at the center of the 
cell. It consisted of several dark condensed chromosomes and was enclosed by the double-
membrane nuclear envelope. A single pyrenoid was observed in elliptical shape. Since it was 
found to be continuous from the inner surface of a chloroplast by a single stalk, the profile was 
enclosed with thick starch coverings. The accumulation bodies were distinct from other 
organelles due to huge and dark structure. They appeared spherical in shape, from one to two 
profiles occurring in each cell. Several mitochondria were observed with elongated shapes. They 
had short and bulbous cristae bounded in double membrane compartments. The globose-shaped 
lipid vacuoles could be found separately or in groups. However, not all cells contained lipid 
vacuoles. The chloroplasts mostly found surrounding the cell periphery occurred in series of 
lobate structure. They contained thylakoid lamellae that were often stacked in parallel 
arrangement and were enclosed by thick layers of roughly three membranes.  
At the cell cortex, fine structures showed intact orientation (Fig. 4.1b-c). In details from 
the inside, series of cortical microtubules cmi were found with diameter ranging approximately 
from 20 nm to 25 nm. Each microtubule was composed of approximately 18 sub-spherical 
protein tubulin arranged in circular formation. Overlying them were discontinues layers of 
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flattened amphiesmal vesicles amv. They exhibited varying thickness (ca. ±19 nm to 80 nm in 
diameter) and length (may reach 1400 nm or longer). Inside the amv the presence of thin and 
continuous thecal plate tpl was evident. Enclosing these vesicles were stacks of membranous 
structures. The zooxanthellae plasma membrane zpm having approx. 6-7 nm thickness was the 
outermost membrane that enclosed the entire cytoplasm. It curved normally and showed even 
distances from the adjacent intermediate membrane inm. Thus the intermembrane space isp was 
found in between them during this phase and showed comparative thickness. Bordering the space 
lied the inm termed here as im1 and im2. Localized multi-layered membranes mm were also 
noted above the inm. This was observed only in few sectioned cells. Then the outer membrane 
referred as symbiosome membrane sym appeared with thick undulated structure.  
 
4.3.2. Initiation of zooxanthellae cell division  
When cell division initiated, the disorientation of the peripheral ch at the indefinite site became 
evident (Fig. 4.2). The underneath lobes of chloroplasts commonly split apart and bend towards 
the central portion of the cell. When viewed under high magnification, the zpm at the site began 
to furrow forming a shallow ‘U-shaped’ cleavage. Its distance from the adjacent membrane 
increased as im1 remained intact. Within cw an inner layer with electron-dense composition was 
exposed. Likewise the underlying amv’s and cmi’s tended to protrude inwardly. 
 
4.3.3.  Invagination of the zooxanthellae plasma membrane  
Later, the zooxanthellae moderately turned its shape into slight elliptic (Fig. 4.3a). This was 
because the zpm from the opposite poles began to invaginate forming a ‘Y-shaped’ cleavage 
(Fig. 4.3b). Its distance from im1 further increased as it remained intact. The inward protrusion 
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of amv was relatively sharp while some cmi appeared next to the leading edge. As it persisted, 
the cleavage of the invaginating zpm deepened towards the center of the cytoplasm. The 
preceding zpm had leading edges noted to appear blurred (Fig. 4.3c). This condition was 
similarly to amv’s and cmi’s traversing the center of the cytoplasm. The peripheral ch’s from the 
opposite poles tend to follow the path of the division furrows. Concomitant to invagination the 
nuclear division of the symbiont progressively occurred. Its elongated body was found 
constricting transversely against the invaginating zpm (Fig. 4.3a). The cr remained at condensed 
state and randomly dispersed in the entire nucleus. Meanwhile, groups of spindle fibers sp were 
found at the opposite distal sides (Fig. 4.3c inlet). The cnu migrated to one of the cleavage site 
which was rarely observed. In other sections, the condition was different where there were two 
of separate znu emerged while the cytokinesis was just under way.   
 
4.3.4. Zooxanthellae Cytokinesis 
When the nuclear division was completed, two separate znu’s surrounded by peripheral ch 
emerged (Fig. 4.4a). The coccoid zooxanthella transformed into semi-circular doublet cells. At 
the division furrow, the cleavage led to a broad ‘V-shaped’ structure where cw exposure 
dramatically increased due to intact position of the im1 (Fig. 4.4b). At the center, two zpm 
exhibited a parallel structure contiguous to one another with clearly developed layers of amv’s 
and cmi’s beneath them (Fig. 4.4c). These indicated that cytokinesis was significantly completed 
where two daughter cells were developed. 
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4.3.5. Invagination of the intermediate and symbiosome membranes 
When the other membrane structures i.e. intermediate and symbiosome membranes began to 
constrict, the daughter zooxanthellae gradually reshaped again into the typical coccoid cells (Fig. 
4.5a). The division furrow farther became widened. The coral nucleus cnu migrates to one of the 
cleavage sites which was noted because the coral plasma membrane cpm tended to bulge as it cut 
through the cleavage area. The successive invagination was led by im1 and followed by im2 as 
observed with their leading edges furrowing in-progress (Fig. 4.5b). As they traversed the center 
of the cytoplasm, the parallel zpm were separated from one another. Beneath it, clearly 
developed amv’s and cmi’s were evident. After the constriction of the inm was completed the 
sym then invaginated. Compared from the previous membranes, the latter had broad leading edge 
leading the contiguous inm to split apart (Fig. 4.5c). 
 
4.3.6. Intervention of the host nucleus  
Shortly, cnu began to intrude between the doublet daughter zooxanthella (Fig. 4.6a-b). As it 
migrated toward the narrow intercellular space, the cortical regions of the zooxanthellae cells 
tended to bend (Fig. 4.6b).  However, no displacement on the cortical fine structures was 
observed. Coral nuclei exhibited a flexible body, where it elongates to fit into the narrow space 
resulting to the expansion of the distance between the daughter zooxanthellae (Fig. 4.6c).  When 
the cnu occupied entirely the intercellular space, mitosis subsequently followed.  Coral mitosis 
was not described in details due to limited sections observed undergoing this process.   
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4.3.7. Host nuclear division between daughter zooxanthellae 
When the distance between the daughter zooxanthellae increased, the host cell was constricted 
and resembled a ‘dumb bell-shaped’ configuration (Fig. 4.7a). Likewise the division of cnu 
occurred in situ (Fig. 4.7a-b). Coral nuclei exhibited a transverse division pattern where the 
continuous coral nuclear envelope cne was invaginated towards the center to divide into two 
profiles. Unlike the symbiotic cell, the cpm did not invaginate. Each daughter cnu was intended 
to be developed facing to the zooxanthellae, to which it will be associated with the completion of 
cytokinesis. Several coral cr appeared condensed, were dispersed evenly and extended up to cnu 
periphery. Series of host perinuclear microtubules pmi (approx. ±12nm in diameter) were evident 
at the distal sides of each cnu near the coral nuclear envelope cne (Fig. 4.7c). After this process 
was completed, coral cell subsequently undergo cytokinesis (may refer to Fig. 4.8). Coral 
cytokinesis will finally distribute individual zooxanthella and nucleus to each of the daughter 
coral cells. All other stages during the cellular division were schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.8 
to better understand the entire process.    
 
4.4.  Discussion 
Dealing with the general morphology, the fine structures of the symbiotic zooxanthellae cells 
observed in P. damicornis showed correspondence with the progressing descriptions of the 
typical Symbiodinium spp. in cnidarian hosts (Freudenthal 1962; Taylor 1968; Kevin et al. 1969; 
Dodge 1973; Triemer & Fritz 1984; Trench & Blank, 1987; Wakefield et al. 2000). These 
structures typically found in this species which were also observed in the present study includes 
the distinguishing characteristics of the cytoplasmic inclusions such as the nucleus with 
permanently condensed chromosomes and persistent nuclear membrane, multi-lobed peripheral 
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chloroplasts, huge stalked pyrenoid protruding from the lamellae and other organelles, and 
complex cortical membrane structures. At the molecular level, P. damicornis had roughly 
identified hosting 2 to 3 phylogenetic clades of zooxanthellae belonging to Symbiodinium spp. 
(Rowan & Powers, 1991; Magalon et al. 2007), which could highly supports the identification of 
the in situ zooxanthellae in this study. Similarly, these ultrastructural characteristics were also 
extensively reported from free-living dinoflagellates (Leadbeater & Dodge 1966, 1967; Dodge 
1964, 1973, 1975; Dodge & Crawford 1971; Schmitter 1971; Horiguchi & Pienaar 1994). The 
cortical features of free-living (motile) dinoflagellates are complex, and it has been reported that 
they developed and proceeded an overwhelming cytomorphological processes  (Leadbeater & 
Dodge 1967; Morrill & Loeblich 1981, 1984; Chapman et al. 1981; Morrill 1984; Bricheux et al. 
1992; Sekida et al. 2001, 2004). For instance in Scrippsiella hexapraecingula, the species at 
motile stage was observed with outermost plasma membrane overlying the series of amphiesmal 
vesicles and groups of cortical microtubules where thecal plates were enclosed in these vesicles 
(Sekida et al. 2001). When settling during non-motile phase, the species ecdysed (shedding of 
coverings) resulting in the formation of first pellicle layers, fusion of inner amphiesmal vesicles 
membrane to form new plasma membrane, deposition of second pellicle layer under the first one, 
and the appearance and fusion of juvenile amphiesmal vesicle. In Glenodinium foliaceum, the 
development of the complex pellicle underlying the thecal plates occurred after ecdysis (motile 
phase) that formed four distinct layers of outer layer of randomly oriented fibril, a 50 nm of fibril 
oriented to the dense layer, dense trilaminate structure and wide homologous layer (Bricheux et 
al. 1992). In this case, the cortical features of a certain dinoflagellates became more complex due 
to variation in the life cycle.     
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The present study examine the  zooxanthellae cell division in situ host cell and showed a 
unique process where nuclear division occurred while invagination of the plasma membrane is in 
progress. This is rather congruent with the findings in Woloszynskia micra where the constriction 
in the nucleus during nuclear division was the result of cytoplasmic inpushing brought by 
membrane invagination (Leadbeater & Dodge, 1967). In several sections observed in this study, 
two separate nuclei emerged while the invagination of the plasma membrane remained in 
progress. This implied that many have exhibited the usual process where nuclear division 
occurred prior to cytokinesis. This event was profoundly exhibited by the symbiotic 
zooxanthellae (S. microadriaticum) isolated from the host Cassiopeia sp., where the formation of 
equatorial zone by the constriction of the cytoplasm occurred after the division of nucleus 
(Freudenthal 1962).  
On the other hand, the parallelism in the alignment of the chloroplasts along with plasma 
membrane was evident in this study during the invagination. When the process of cytokinesis 
terminated, the daughter zooxanthellae cells were completely bounded by the peripheral 
chloroplasts. Such condition was also presented by Kevin et al. (1969) as shown on their 
representation in Fig. 8. In the present study, we did not find the doubling chloroplasts that had 
kept in pace with the cytoplasmic partitioning. However it is a fact that the event of chloroplast 
division used to occur among algal species primarily in the endosymbiontic microalgae (see 
reviews from Dodge 1973; Kuroiwa 2000; Okazaki et al. 2010). Performed by the rapid 
constriction of the ring protein complex at the center of the chloroplast, both the inside and the 
outside of its two membranes span before the algal cytokinesis occurs (Dodge 1973; Kuroiwa 
2000; Okazaki et al. 2010). In this case, this may explain why chloroplasts were consistently 
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appeared with branching or multi-lobed structure (Taylor 1968; Wakefield et al. 2000), possibly 
due to some event, such as constriction that took place anytime (Dodge 1973).  
This study had found the constriction of the intact nuclear envelope undergoing mitosis 
with condensed chromosomes in the in situ zooxanthellae. To date, this fact remains highly 
recognizable with the plausible findings during karyokinesis in dinoflagellates (Leadbeater & 
Dodge 1967; Kubai & Ris 1969), with some exception in G. tamarensis that was reported 
without defined nuclear membrane (Dodge 1964). Leadbeater & Dodge (1967) further claimed 
that the microtubule-containing cytoplasmic channels traverse the nucleus in order to divide 
although the chromosomes had no evident association with the spindle fibers observed. These 
observations are rather analogous to our study. The cortical microtubules  used to traverse the 
cytoplasm along with the plasma membrane  that did not showed any link with chromosomes 
dispersed all over the dividing nucleus. Likewise the concomitance of mitosis with the 
progressing cytokinesis was evident (as discussed earlier). However, other sectioned cells 
followed the general process, where cytokinesis occurred after the nuclear division. Here, it is 
speculated that there might be some discrepancy in the timing of cytokinesis against nuclear 
division. The reason for this is unclear. So far there is no obvious tight temporal coupling 
between the completion of mitosis and the beginning of mitosis (as reviewed by Scholey et al. 
2003), that have been extensively demonstrated. To date, little is known about the synchrony of 
host and symbiont division in cnidarians (Davy et al. 2012).          
Detailed examination of the cortical fine structures of the dividing zooxanthellae in 
hospite helps provides the detailed information to reconstruct the process of zooxanthellae cell 
division in Fig. 4.8. Our observation showed that the zooxanthellae plasma membrane was the 
first to reveal the early manifestation of the cytokinesis through the formation of the division 
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furrow. However it is not clear where and what was the probable precursor at the cortical region 
that initiated the furrowing. This is rather similar to Heterocapsa niei which exhibited the first 
sign of cytokinesis from the widened hypocone though the process, by which its cortical 
structures expand, was unclear (Morrill & Loeblich 1984). In Gonyaulax, the division furrow 
emerged from the centripetal out-grows within the division vesicles beneath the margin of the 
overlapping plate (Netzel & Dürr 1984 for Fig. 4.10). With this common problem in determining 
the site of cytokinesis in many cells, many have claimed of the responsibility of whole spindle 
microtubules such as astral MTs, ipMTs and kMTs that mediates the furrow induction (as 
reviewed by Scholey et al. 2003), during the cytokinesis in cell. If this is the case, perhaps there 
must be the presence of microtubular structures that facilitates the division furrow of the 
zooxanthellae plasma membrane which was unveiled in this study by ultrastructural examination. 
In fact, there could be one thing that makes cytokinesis congruent among dinoflagellates – the 
division of the cell by bipartition that arises fundamentally in the cortex (Netzel & Dürr 1984). In 
the phenomenon such as Peridinium-type cytokinesis, the plasmalemma (plasma membrane) 
indents centripetally developing division sutures thus forming division furrow in both region (see 
Fig. 4.9).  
During zooxanthellae cytokinesis, this study had found only one membrane structure i.e. 
zooxanthellae plasma membrane surrounding the cytoplasm that invaginated, similar to the more 
precise findings of Wakefield et al. (2000). For this reason, the present observation did not 
complement with the earlier reports of Taylor (1968) who described that periplast surrounding 
the symbiont were comprised of two membranes that borders each daughter symbiont cell after 
the binary fission was completed. In Kevin et al. (1969), two membranes layers were described 
that sandwiched the thick amorphous layer. Both Taylor (1968) and Kevin and co-workers 
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(1969) might not clearly observe these fine structures under highly magnified micrographs as 
chemical fixative was used. Using such method rather produced the presence of unusual artefacts 
often occurred in chemically-fixed sample (Wakefield et al. 2000).  
On the other hand, during the similar event in the present study, the furrowing 
zooxanthellae plasma membrane rather exposed a space  at the division furrows called here as 
‘intermembrane space’revealing an electron-dense layer at the inner portion. However, when 
cleavage furrow became wider (Fig. 4.4b), the said layer was unrecognizable. Referring to study 
of Wakefield et al. (2000), which upon reviewing their micrographs presented in Fig. 10, 
apparently the electron-dense layer was considered a part of what they termed as ‘cell wall’. It 
seems this contradicted to our observation which we assumed that the dense layers were merely 
remnants of the invaginating plasma membrane, although both this study and of Wakefield have 
used freeze-substitution methods. Considering such inconsistency, whether the dense layers is 
present or not, it would be feasible therefore to describe it as amorphous layer.  
Once the cytokinesis of zooxanthellae was done, successive invaginations of the other 
distinct membrane structures surrounding the cell wall occurred. This event had assisted in the 
significant cell shape transformation from semi-circular to spherical daughter cells, a stage when 
doublet cell emerged in one host gastrodermal cell as described by Camaya et al. (2016). This 
also contradicted with the observation of Taylor (1968) suggesting that the outer three 
membranes of parent cells (referred as the two intermediate membranes and the symbiosome 
membrane in this study) did not participate in the cell division that tends to break and 
resynthesize. This study finds no basis to this earlier hypothesis of Taylor (1968), considering 
that the present examination had demonstrated that dynamic constrictions of these membranes 
have led to the formation of multi-membrane layers around the newly developed daughter 
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zooxanthellae. The observation of Taylor (1968) gives no clue on how and when these 
membranes originated, as he claimed. 
  Further dealing with these membranes, the findings from the present study is rather 
different from that of Wakefield et al. (2000) who described the presence of thick ‘multiple 
layers of symbiosome membrane’ (ml) between membranous outer layer (ol) and outer 
symbiosome membrane (sm) in their study. Although Wakefield et al. (2000) recognized that 
this disproportionate number of membranes was observed in one side of the symbiont in some 
specimen, but still considered as part of the boundary between host and symbiont. In the early 
work of Taylor (1968), he also described the ‘scroll-like’ structure in the outer layer of cell wall 
that occurred periodically. We also observed an equivalent structure to ML (termed here as 
multi-layered membranes) (Fig. 4.2c) from a few sections but was not entirely present in the cell. 
Considering the aspect of cell division, this study finds no relevance of considering the multi-
layered membranes as innate part of the cortical structure of the in situ symbiotic zooxanthellae.  
The basis is that, this study had showed that after cytokinesis only three well-defined membranes 
have successively invaginates to completely develop the entire cortical structure of the symbiont 
cells.  No evidence on how multiple membranes were developed as only those distinct membrane 
structures exhibit dynamic reformations during the course of the symbiont reproductive cycle. 
Wakefield et al. (2000) further hypothesized its formation mainly from the zooxanthellae ecdysis 
cycle, unrecognizing the aspect of its cell division.     
In the nuclear divisions of host coral cell, the dynamic mechanism of coral nucleus 
intervention that assisted in the separation of the daughter zooxanthellae and its karyokinesis in 
the site was one of the important findings of this study, which remains undescribed in the past. 
This is the first report in cnidarian symbioses which revealed the novel role of a host nucleus 
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during the division of both cells. This study revealed that coral nucleus played a disruptive 
behavior to provide the daughter zooxanthellae and its own mitotic division with distinctive 
places prior to the cytokinesis of coral cytoplasm. In searching for any comparative studies to 
this phenomenon, apparently no related cellular event in the endosymbioses has been reported so 
far. In the past, there has been just one report as cited by Dodge (1973) that illustrated the 
migration of nuclei in Closterium (see Fig. 4.10). However, the nuclei used to intervene the pre-
formed breaks that were found in the chloroplasts, and not associated with the reproductive 
process.  Due to limitation of information, the physiology behind the host nuclear intervention 
remains unknown. This finding deserves further examinations such as tracking the migration of 
host nucleus through fluorescence imaging, more importantly to elucidate its course of action 
during cell division.  
The nuclear division in host coral cells was relatively different from its symbiotic cells 
where the coral plasma membrane did not traverse its nucleus to divide into two profiles. 
Although the coral nuclear envelope remains persistent throughout the invagination process, the 
cytoplasmic in-pushing apparently did not exist. We assume that in this case, there was the 
presence of contractile rings that mediate the constriction (Scholey et al. 2003) in the nuclear 
envelope.          
In conclusion, we understand how zooxanthellae used these cortical fine structures from 
the onset of mitosis towards the cytokinesis to regulate its coccoidal shape during its symbiotic 
life. Cytokinesis comes along with cell reshaping in which all the membrane complexes 
consisting of membrane series working together, successively. The entire process was probably 
always directed, if not brought about by the microtubules (Dodge, 1973). This investigation 
clearly demonstrated to address the postulation, and what symbiotic cells reproduce preceding its 
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host cells (Davy et al. 2012) is indeed plausible. It is not known which gives signal to symbiont 
to undergo division.  The fact that host cell through its nucleus provides assistance during the 
reproduction of symbiotic zooxanthellae and subsequently performed its division, this implied 
that both cells have physiological commitment in maintaining their symbiotic relationship 
through cellular proliferation. 
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Fig. 4.1. Ultrastructure of symbiotic zooxanthellae in hospite at non-dividing stage. (a) An spherical-shaped zooxanthella and its 
intracellular components such zooxanthellae nucleus (znu) with multi-condensed chromosomes (cr), accumulation bodies (ab), 
pyrenoid (py), mitochondrion (mi), lipid vacuoles (li) and peripheral chloroplasts (ch) while the host coral nucleus (cnu) appeared 
adjacent to the symbiotic cell. (b) The cortical fine structures consisting (in order from inside) the series of cortical microtubules 
(cmi), amphiesmal vesicles (amv) with thin thecal plate (tpl) inside, zooxanthellae plasma membrane (zpm), intermembrane space 
(isp), intermediate membrane1 (im1) and intermediate membrane 2 (im2) and the symbiosome membrane (sym). (c) At high 
magnification, micrograph showing a pair of cmi each having approx. 18 sub-spherical protein tubulin (arrows). 
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Fig. 4.2. Ultrastructure of symbiotic zooxanthellae in hospite during onset of mitosis. (a) The peripheral chloroplasts (ch) at an 
indefinite site is apparently disoriented as they bend towards the center (indicated by arrows). (b) At the cortical region, the 
zooxanthellae plasma membrane (zpm) developing a shallow ‘U-shaped’ furrow while the amphiesmal vesicles (amv) beneath 
protruding inwardly. The intermembrane space (isp) tended to widen. (c) The thickness of the latter varies from areas near (bottom 
arrow) and far (top arrow) from the cleavage furrow. Partial inclusion of multi-layered membrane (mm) was evident between 
intermediate and symbiosome membranes.  
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Fig. 4.3. Ultrastructure of symbiotic zooxanthellae in hospite during invagination of plasma membrane. (a) The zooxanthellae 
apparently turn into slightly elliptical shape as the zooxanthellae plasma membrane (zpm) from the opposite poles invaginates 
(leading edges indicated by arrows). Simultaneously the zooxanthellae nucleus (znu) divides showing transversely constricted body 
against the invaginating plasma membrane. The chromosomes (cr) are randomly dispersed in entire profile. The coral nucleus (cnu) 
appeared adjacent to one of the cleavage sites. (b) An earlier invagination of zooxanthellae plasma membrane (zpm) forming ‘Y-
shape’ configuration while sharp protrusion of amphiesmal vesicle (amv) was evident. Some cortical microtubules (cmi) appeared 
adjacent at the leading edge. (c) An enlarged image from Fig. 1A showing thin sheet of invaginating zooxanthellae plasma membrane 
(zpm). Its leading edges along with developing amphiesmal vesicles (amv) and cortical microtubules (cmi) were apparently blurred. 
The inlet showed the group of spindle fibers (sp) at the distal side of the dividing zooxanthellae nucleus (znu) located adjacent the 
nuclear envelope (zne). The chromosomes (cr) remains at condensed state.    
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Fig. 4.4. Ultrastructure of symbiotic zooxanthellae in hospite during cytokinesis. (a) Zooxanthellae formed into semi-circular doublet 
cell during the cytokinesis where zooxanthellae nucleus (znu) and peripheral chloroplasts (ch) were distributed to each daughter cell. 
(b) ‘V-shaped’ division furrows tends to widen the intermembrane space (isp) while the intermediate membranes 1 (im1) and 2 (im2) 
and the symbiosome membrane (sym) remains intact. (c) At the division site, the two fully invaginated zooxanthellae plasma 
membrane (zpm) remained parallel and contiguous to each other. Beneath them were new layers of amphiesmal vesicles (amv).   
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Fig. 4.5. Ultrastructure of daughter zooxanthella in hospite during invagination of intermediate and symbiosome membranes. (a) The 
daughter zooxanthellae (zo) transformed into spherical-shaped cells while still contiguous to each other. (b) The leading edges of the 
invaginating intermediate membranes 1 (im1) and 2 (im2) were successively observed in-progress. Wide space between the parallel 
zooxanthellae plasma membrane (zpm) was evident with the developed fine structures beneath them. (c) Later the symbiosome 
membrane (sym) invaginates with its broad leading edge. While it traversed towards the central region, those intermediate membranes 
(inm) begin to splits apart (indicated by arrow).   
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Fig. 4.6. Ultrastructure of daughter zooxanthellae in hospite during intervention of coral nucleus. (a) The daughter zooxanthellae (zo) 
with the coral nucleus (cnu) appeared in one of the cleavage sites. (b) At high magnification, micrograph from other section show the 
zooxanthellae cortical region tends to protrude inwardly (dotted circle) as the coral nucleus (cnu) intervene the narrow intercellular 
space. No disorientation on the cortical fine structures was evident. (c) An elastic body of coral nucleus (cnu) that fits through the 
intercellular space. Note the increase in distance between the daughter zooxanthellae (zo) with the inward protrusion of its cortex.    
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Fig. 4.7. Ultrastructure of daughter zooxanthella in hospite during coral nuclear division. (a) The coral nuclear membrane (cne) begin 
to constrict as daughter zooxanthellae (zo) dispersed far apart that resembles ‘dumb bell-shaped’ configuration. Simultaneously coral 
nucleus (cnu) divides between them. (b) Enlarged micrograph from Fig. 4.7A shows that the nuclear division just recently completed 
with two continuous coral nuclear envelope (cne) appearing transversely between daughter coral nucleus (cnu) (indicated by arrows). 
The coral plasma membrane (cpm) remains intact. The division pattern intends each coral nucleus (cnu) to face its zooxanthella to 
which it will associate. Each coral nucleus (cnu) contains condensed chromosomes (cr) dispersed evenly that extend up to the 
periphery. (c) Enlarged image from Fig. 4.7b had showed clearly the cortical region in one of the daughter zooxanthellae. 
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Fig. 4.8. Schematic diagram of the stages of symbiotic zooxanthellae cell division in hospite. As cortical structures of symbiont 
successively invaginate, physiological transformations of its cell shape occurred. Coral nucleus performed dynamic intervention and 
division between daughter symbionts as pre-cytokinetic mechanism of the host coral cells.  
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Fig. 4.9. Schematic diagram of the cortex development in Peridinium-type of cytokinesis. Note 
the indention (down-pointed arrow) of plasmalemma centripetally along the division suture thus 
forming the division furrow. (Illustration adapted from Netzel & Dürr, 1984) 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.10. Schematic diagram of cytokinesis in the desmid Closterium. Note that migration of the 
nucleus (shown in D-G) from the division site towards the pre-formed break in the chloroplasts. 
The two chloroplasts move apart as the nucleus intrudes between them. (Illustration adopted 
from Dodge 1973) 
5. Changes in the ultrastructures of the coral Pocillopora damicornis after exposure to high 
temperature, and ultraviolet and far-red radiation 
 
5.1. Introduction 
 
Reef-building corals contain large populations of symbiotic dinoflagellate algae of the genus 
Symbiodinium, commonly referred to as zooxanthellae, and are fragile marine organisms which 
are vulnerable to natural disturbances (Birkeland 1997). Coccoid zooxanthellae in situ are 
located within the cells of the host gastrodermis (Trench 1993), and are bound by a membrane 
complex consisting of a series of membranes of algal origin and an outermost host-derived 
membrane. This entire entity is referred to as the symbiosome (Wakefield et al. 2000). 
The loss of symbiotic algae from coral host tissues, which eventually leads to 
indiscriminate coral bleaching, is driven by various stress factors such as an increase in 
temperature and irradiance level, lowered pH, and salinity changes (Goreau 1964; Glynn 1993; 
Hoegh-Guldberg 1999; Fitt et al. 2001; Anthony et al. 2008; Delgadillo-Nuño et al. 2014). High 
temperature conditions damage various intracellular components of zooxanthellae (Brown 1997; 
Hoegh-Guldberg 1999), and the effects of high temperature are promoted synergistically by 
intense light (Weis 2008). Chloroplasts are one organelle that is remarkably affected by these 
stresses (Downs et al. 2002; Weis et al. 2008). When corals are exposed to high temperature or 
intense light irradiance, stress-induced products with oxidative activities can be formed in the 
chloroplasts of zooxanthellae and may trigger the expulsion of zooxanthellae from the coral host 
(Lesser 1997; Nii & Muscatine 1997; Downs et al. 2002, 2009, 2013; Franklin et al. 2004; 
Lesser & Farell 2004; Smith et al. 2005). However, the mechanisms by which coral bleaching 
occurs in tissues and at the cellular level remain unclear (Downs et al. 2002; Weis et al. 2008). 
In addition, high irradiance to red light (Kinzie et al. 1984; Kinzie & Hunter 1987; Wijgerde et 
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al. 2014) and exposure to ultraviolet radiation (Lesser & Shick 1990; Gleason & Wellington 
1993; Shick et al. 1996) significantly decrease both coral growth and zooxanthellae density. It 
had been poorly understood how these stressors induce coral degradation, especially in the early 
stage of exposure.  
The loss of symbiotic algae is associated with cellular degradation. Cell necrosis is 
known to be a considerable deleterious stress response of corals and causes the widespread 
detachment and rupturing of many cells throughout coral tissues (Dunn et al. 2000). Coral 
necrosis involves autolysis, where digestive enzymes may be produced to degrade cells (Müller 
et al. 1984). It has been reported that the degradation of host cells is caused by autophagy, which 
plays a role in digesting the engulfed cytoplasmic constituents and other materials (Dunn et al. 
2007; Dunn & Weis 2009; Hanes & Kempf 2013). Other factors that bring about host cell 
degradation include programmed cell death (PCD), or apoptosis (Dunn et al. 2000, 2002; Dunn 
& Weis 2009; David et al. 2005; Paxton et al. 2013), pathogenic bacteria (Ben-Haim et al. 
2003), or viral infection (Lohr et al. 2007). It is unknown if these distinct factors mutually 
influence coral host cells or how various environmental stresses promote digestive activities in 
coral cells (Fitt et al. 2001; Downs et al. 2009).  
In this study, the hermatypic coral P. damicornis was experimentally exposed to three 
distinct stressors: high temperature (HT), ultraviolet (UV), and far-red (FR) radiation. We 
examined the changes in the ultrastructure of the host cells and symbiotic zooxanthellae under 
these stress conditions.  
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5.2. Materials and methods 
5.2.1. Treatment of coral isolates with stressors 
Coral isolates were exposed to the three distinct stressors, UV-A, far red and high temperature. 
Two coral isolates were placed in the black boxes, on which LED monochromatic light units 
(CCS Inc., Japan) were installed. Light intensities of UV-A (405 nm) and far red (735 nm) was 
2.0 W/m
2
 and 4.5 W/m
2
, respectively. UV-A has hazardous effects to photosynthetic plants 
(Hollósy, 2002), so the irradiance level increased two and half folds as much as in far red to 
ensure the expulsive reaction of symbiotic zooxanthellae. For treatment with high temperature 
(HT), isolates were placed into water bath with temperature of 32°C maintained using heater 
(Yamato Thermo-mate BF-21, Japan). Samples exposed to UV-A or far red were observed under 
a light microscope every 3 h (until 24 h after the initiation of experiments) or every 6 h (from 24 
h to 48 h after the initiation of experiments). Samples exposed to high temperature were 
observed every 10 min (until 1 h after the initiation of experiments) or every 1 h (during 1 h to 4 
h after the initiation of experiments).  
Prior to stress induction, healthy isolates with intact regenerated tissues (no indication of 
retraction) and stationary zooxanthellae in situ were observed. When exposed to FR for 12 h, a 
few symbionts were noted to move by ‘wiggling’. Later, the agitating cells increased while some 
rigorously moved from one place to another.  Moving cells increased in time until the expulsions 
of symbionts and cellular debris from the hollow cavity became evident after 24 h. Under UV, a 
little debris was expelled as compared with FR after 24 h. effect of HT appeared faster than that 
of UV or FR, and the contraction of polyps and the clumping of zooxanthellae at the lower 
tentacles were noted 20 min after the stress treatments. Wiggling of symbiotic cells was obvious 
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90 min after the stress treatments, while massive expulsions of zooxanthellae occurred 120 min 
after the stress treatments.  
After these pre-fixation trials to determine stress treatment period and the behavior of the 
in situ zooxanthellae, two new coral samples were exposed in similar irradiance light level for 
6h, 12h, 30h, and 48h in both FR and UV lights. Samples treated under high temperature (32°C) 
were exposed for 15, 30, 60 and 120 minutes, respectively. All procedures were performed in 
ambient room temperature, as mentioned above.  
 
5.2.2. Chemical fixation 
The specimen used for control condition was obtained from the corals fixed by freeze-
substitution methods as described in Chapter 4. Since colony tentacles retracted immediately 
after they were exposed to HT, UV, and FR, it was difficult to fix them by freeze-substitution 
procedures. Therefore, chemical fixation was adopted for the samples exposed to these stressors. 
Whole colony segments were immersed in a fixative containing 4% paraformaldehyde, 2% 
glutaraldehyde and 0.1 M sucrose dissolved in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) for 2 h at room 
temperature and stored for 48 h at 5°C. Fixed colonies were decalcified in 5% ethylenediamine-
N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid (pH 7.2) containing 0.2 M sucrose (Kurahashi 1965) for 4–5 days. 
Decalcified colony samples were rinsed with 0.1 M phosphate buffer containing 0.1 M sucrose 
five times, cut into several pieces with a fine razor and then post-fixed in 0.1 M phosphate buffer 
(pH 7.2) containing 1% KMnO4 and 0.1 M sucrose for 30 min at 5°C. Post-fixed specimens were 
rinsed with the phosphate buffer, dehydrated in an acetone series for 2.5 h and embedded in 
Spurr’s resin before finally polymerized also at 70°C for 48h. 
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5.2.3. Transmission electron microscopy 
The observed specimens under electron microscope, similar procedure were done in preparing 
the ultrathin section, staining and carbon coating method used in Chapter 4. Micrographs were 
obtained in each fixation periods of every stress factors used.      
 
5.2.4. Quantitative analysis of autophagy 
The number of autophagosomes and lysosomes found in the gastrodermal cells were counted on 
thin sections. One hundred sectioned cells were observed for both the control treatment and the 
samples that were exposed to HT, UV, and FR for each different exposure interval for a total of 
1,300 coral cells. Both structures found either in non-hosting or hosting-symbionts gastrodermal 
cells were counted separately then the average density were determined. The test of significant 
difference in-between control and stress variables in each treatment period were determined 
using ANOVA (P <0.05) derived from Tukey’s HSD post hoc test using a public domain 
programming language for statistical computing R software (R Version 3.2.5, 2016). 
       
5.3. Results 
5.3.1. Control condition 
Coral tissues in the control treatment showed a body pattern typical of diploblastic organisms 
and consisted of two layers, the epidermis and gastrodermis, interconnected by an acellular 
matrix mesoglea (Fig. 5.1a). Some cells of the gastrodermis harbored 1–2 symbiotic 
zooxanthellae, whereas the others contained no zooxanthellae. Each symbiotic zooxanthella had 
peripheral chloroplasts with a pyrenoid, a mesokaryotic nucleus and other organelles (Fig. 5.1b). 
The cortical region of the cell was composed of the outermost plasma membrane and a layer of 
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flattened amphiesmal vesicles with underlying cortical microtubules (Fig. 5.1c). The entire 
symbiotic zooxanthella cell was enclosed by a symbiosome membrane in the host gastrodermal 
cell. There were stacks of membranous fragments between the plasma membrane of the 
zooxanthella and the symbiosome membrane. In some gastrodermal cells, small, dark-stained 
lysosomes and another type of membrane structure were observed (Fig. 5.1d). The latter was 
initially a cup-shaped double-membrane sac, which later expanded in size, and its open end 
eventually closed to form a double-membrane vesicle. This is referred to as an autophagosome in 
this study. Autophagosomes contained several distinct inclusions (Fig. 5.1d). The average 
density of autophagosomes observed on a sectioned gastrodermal cell was 0.66 (Fig. 5.6).  
 
5.3.2. Effect of high temperature 
When corals were exposed to HT for 15 min, several electron-dense granules appeared in the 
cytoplasm of the cells without zooxanthellae (Fig. 5.2a-b). These dense granules were regarded 
as lysosomes. The average number of autophagosomes contained in a sectioned gastrodermal 
cell was 2.3 for that exposure interval (Fig. 5.6). Exposure to HT for 30–60 min caused severe 
vacuolization of the gastrodermal cells without zooxanthellae (Fig. 5.2 c-d). This disintegrated 
the gastrodermis, and thus the cells containing zooxanthellae detached from the gastrodermis and 
were released into gastrovascular cavities (Fig. 5.2e), followed by the dispersal of their various 
cellular contents (Fig. 5.2f). Under the dissecting microscope, particles of zooxanthellae in situ 
began to wiggle within the coral tissues and were suspended in gastrovascular cavities 90 min 
and 2 h after the initial HT exposure, respectively (data not shown).  
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5.3.3. Effect of ultraviolet-A radiation 
After corals were exposed to UV for 6 h to 48 h, autophagosomes increased in size and number 
and contained distinct inclusions (Fig. 5.3a and f). The average number of autophagosomes per 
sectioned gastrodermal cells was 1.6 and 2.7 after exposure to UV for 12 h and 48 h, respectively 
(Fig. 5.6). The cells without zooxanthellae became vacuolated and disconnected from the 
adjacent cells 12 h after the initial UV exposure (Fig. 5.3b). Such disorganization of the 
gastrodermis (Fig. 5.3c) led the cells containing zooxanthellae to detach from the gastrodermis 
after exposure to UV for 30 h and 48 h. Under in situ observation by light microscopy, 
zooxanthella particles wiggled in the coral coenenchyme and floated in gastrovascular cavities 
12 h and 30 h after the initial UV exposure, respectively (Fig. 5.5). Disruptions of chloroplasts 
(Fig. 5.3e) and degradation of intracellular components occurred not only in the gastrodermis, 
but also in symbiotic zooxanthellae (Fig. 5.3c). The cytoplasm of zooxanthellae was vacuolated 
in places, and the chloroplasts were often destroyed completely, leaving dark amorphous 
materials. Numerous electron dense granules appeared in host cytoplasm along with widespread 
vacuolization (Fig. 5.3f)   
 
5.3.4. Effect of far-red radiation 
When corals were exposed to FR for 6 h, a number of small lysosomes appeared in the 
cytoplasm of the gastrodermal cells (Fig. 5.4a). The average number of autophagosomes per 
sectioned gastrodermal cell became 1.5 and 2.6 after exposure to FR for 12 h and 48 h, 
respectively (Fig. 5.6). The cells without zooxanthellae became amorphous and began to 
degenerate, after 12 h exposure (Fig. 5.4b). Such degenerated cells increased in number 
concomitantly with an increase in the duration of FR exposure. Exposure to FR for 12 h induced 
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the wiggling movement of zooxanthella particles in situ (data not shown). When zooxanthella 
particles in situ were expelled from the coenenchyme and floated in gastrovascular cavities 30 
and 48 h after the initial FR exposure, we observed via electron microscopy that the cells 
containing zooxanthellae were detached from the gastrodermis (Fig. 5.4e-f). Exposure to FR also 
affected the structure of symbiotic zooxanthellae, including the disruption of the zooxanthella 
cytoplasmic contents and thylakoid membranes of the chloroplasts (Fig. 5.4d).  
 
5.4. Discussion 
Through the use of transmission electron microscopy, this study has demonstrated that in the 
coral P. damicornis, exposure to HT, UV, and FR destroys the organization of the coral 
gastrodermis. Early ultrastructural changes (refer to Table 5.1 for the summary) were noticed in 
the gastrodermal cells without symbiotic zooxanthellae after the initial exposure to these 
stressors. The number of lysosomes and autophagosomes increased in the cells. Longer exposure 
to the stressors led to the vacuolation and fragmentation of the cytoplasm, resulting in the 
breakdown of the cells. Patterns of cellular degradation occurring in the gastrodermal cells when 
the coral was exposed to these stressors may be characterized as necrosis. Dunn et al. (2000, 
2002) have reported that autolytic digestion of cytoplasm in coral host cells occurs through 
necrosis under stressful conditions. In addition to necrosis, it has been reported that autophagic 
activities degrade coral host cells in response to stress conditions (Hanes & Kempf 2013). The 
degradation of host cells is triggered by the appearance of autophagosomes or 
autophagolysosomes (Hanes & Kempf 2013), where cytoplasmic components are engulfed and 
digested by autophagosomes (Shibutani & Yoshimori 2014). These reports suggest that the 
vacuolation and fragmentation of the gastrodermal cells of P. damicornis under stress conditions 
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are due to necrosis and autophagy. This study showed that in even control conditions without any 
stresses, gastrodermal cells had autophagosomes in P. damicornis. In this case, autophagosomes 
seemed to selectively degrade cytoplasmic components as normal metabolism in the cells. Once 
the coral was placed in stress conditions, autophagosomes in the gastrodermis increased and 
digested the cells they were present in. These facts suggest that in P. damicornis, stress factors 
such as HT, UV, and FR might induce autophagosomes to lose the specificity where targets to 
degrade are selective. 
In this study, prolonged exposure to HT, UV, and FR caused the cells containing 
zooxanthellae to be discharged from the gastrodermis. In the control treatment, adjacent cells in 
the gastrodermis were tightly connected with each other. Since the gastrodermal cells without 
zooxanthellae collapsed under stress conditions, it is plausible that cell-to-cell adhesion in the 
gastrodermis weakened, the gastrodermis became disorganized, and eventually the cells 
containing zooxanthellae were expelled from the gastrodermis.  
Symbiotic zooxanthellae are known to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) under UV 
radiation and high temperature conditions (Lesser et al. 1990; Lesser, 1997; Nii & Muscatine 
1997). ROS oxidize membrane lipids and make proteins and nucleic acids to denature and 
damage thylakoids in chloroplasts (Smith et al. 2005). However, Downs et al. (2009, 2013) have 
reported that oxidative stress substances may be produced mainly by coral host cells. In this 
study, chloroplasts and other cellular components in some zooxanthellae were disrupted by 
exposure to UV and FR. In this study, chloroplasts and other cellular components in some 
zooxanthellae were disrupted by exposure to UV and FR. Symbiotic zooxanthellae in P. 
damicornis might be susceptible to UV and FR more than HT. However, even short exposure to 
HT damaged the coral gastrodermis more severely than in UV or FR. Three different stressors, 
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HT, UV, and FR, brought about the degradation of gastrodermal cells without zooxanthellae, so 
that the gastrodermal cells containing zooxanthellae were released from the gastrodermis. This 
suggests that the coral may receive distinct stress factors, but has a common mechanism by 
which the gastrodermal cells without zooxanthellae are selectively digested.  
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Table 5.1. Summary of the changes in the ultrastructure of coral host and symbiotic 
zooxanthellae cells in control and stressed conditions. Marks with (―) denotes no occurrence 
while (O) with occurrence. 
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Fig. 5.1. Electron micrographs of coral in control condition. Samples were made through 
chemical fixation (a) and freeze-substitution (b-d) (a) Longitudinal section of a tentacle showing 
intact two layers of epidermis (epi) and gastrodermis (gast) interconnected by mesoglea (meso); 
gastrovascular cavity (gc) (b) Symbiotic zooxanthella occupying the large space of a 
gastrodermal host cell. The intracellular components were intact such as nucleus (nu), pyrenoid 
(py), accumulation bodies (ab), and peripheral chloroplasts (ch). (c) Cortical structure of 
symbiotic zooxanthella were also intact consisting of amphiesmal vesicle (av), zooxanthellae 
plasma membrane (zpm), , membranous fragments (mf), symbiosome membrane (sm), and coral 
plasma membrane (cpm),. (d) Autophagosome (au) and lysosomes (ly) found in gastrodermis. 
Arrows showing cup-shaped double membrane sacs.  
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Fig. 5.2. Electron micrographs of coral exposed to high temperature. (a-b) Electron dense granules and vacuolated areas (asterisks) in 
gastrodermal cells without zooxanthellae for 15 to 30 min. (c) Remaining structure of the disrupted cortical membrane of 
zooxanthellae due to vacuolizations (asterisks) after exposure to heat for 1 h. (d) Cells without zooxanthellae that were vacuolated and 
almost lost their cytoplasm (asterisks) after 1 h, (gc) refers to gastrovascular cavity. (e-f) Gastrodermal cells with zooxanthellae and 
other entities released from gastrodermis to gastrovascular cavity (gc) after 1-2 h thermal stress.  
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Fig. 5.3. Electron micrographs of coral exposed to ultraviolet-A radiation. (a) Several autophagosomes (au) and lysosomes (ly) in a 
gastrodermal cell without zooxanthellae appeared after 6h. (b) Degenerating cells without zooxanthellae showing the occurrence of 
vacuolated areas (asterisks) after 12 h. (c) A zooxanthella whose cytoplasmic components were destroyed after exposure to UV for 12 
h. (d) A host cell containing zooxanthella about to detach due to surrounding vacuolation that occurred after 30 h. (e) Disruptions 
(asterisks) in the lamellae of the zooxanthella chloroplast (ch) after 30 h exposure. (f) Widespread appearances of autophagosomes 
(au), electron-dense granules (arrowheads) and vacuolization (asterisks) in the gastroderm after 48 h exposure.      
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Fig. 5.4. Electron micrographs of coral exposed to far-red radiation. (a) Several lysosomes (ly) and electron dense granules 
(arrowheads) surrounding the vacuolated host cell (asterisks) without zooxanthellae after exposure for 6 h. (b) Vacuolization 
(asterisks) became evident in host cells between zooxanthellae after 12 h. (c) Widespread occurrence of autophagosomes (au), 
granules (arrowheads) adjacent to zooxanthellae with disrupted chloroplast (asterisks) after 12 h exposure. (d) Degenerated 
zooxanthella after 30 h. (e) Coral cells containing zooxanthellae just before detaching from gastrodermis due to vacuolization 
(asterisks) after 30 h. (f). Expelled zooxanthellae into gastric cavity (gc) after 48 h. 
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Fig. 5.5. Movement of the in situ zooxanthellae cells after exposure to stressors. (A-D) Printed images of the actual time lapse video 
of the zooxanthella particles that wiggle and float in the coral coenenchyme 30 h after the initial exposure to UV-A. Note the 
movements of three cells marked with red, blue and yellow circles at elapsed times 2 sec (a), 9 sec (b), 13 sec (c), and 29 sec (d).     
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Fig. 5.6. Density of autophagosomes in the host gastrodermal cells from control and stressed 
conditions. Background indicates timing of zooxanthellae in situ movement responses observed 
under light microscope. Bars with same letter and numbers are not significantly different per 
Tukey’s HSD Test (P <0.05), Values are mean, ± s.e. n=100. 
6. General Discussion and Conclusion 
 
6.1. Scleractinian corals and the search of model systems for understanding cnidarian symbioses 
Reef-building corals are in fact generally more prominent among cnidarian species with high 
ecological relevance (Birkeland 1996; Dubinsky & Stambler 2011). However various aspects 
relating the disadvantages of using these organisms in understanding cnidarians symbioses with 
symbiotic zooxanthellae have been evaluated (Weis et al. 2008). Hence shifting to model species 
like the sea anemone Aiptasia was emphasized, stating its favorable edge against the use of 
hermatypic corals in cell biological studies with particular notes such as its ability to be 
voluntarily re-infected with symbiotic algal strains, living temporarily at symbiont-free state and 
calcification (Weis et al. 2008). This was further supported with relevant studies at the molecular 
level (Baumgarten et al. 2015; Bucher et al. 2015), revealing the accessibility of the latter 
species for genomic rearrangement in taxonomy, host dependence on alga-derived nutrients and 
lineage-specific gene transfer (Baumgarten et al. 2015).  
However in the broader concept, studies with coral-algal association remain ultimately 
investigated ever since (Birkeland 1996; Lesser 2004; Dubinsky & Stambler 2011). One proof of 
prime interest of scientists to corals is the establishments of various coral research institutes and 
marine laboratories in the different parts of the world undertaking various disciplines of 
symbioses studies (Richmond & Wolanski, 2011). To further understand cnidarian symbioses, 
the concept dealing with CZAR (contribution of zooxanthellae to animal respiration) was further 
established (Richmond & Wolanski, 2011), where scleractinian corals as model species were 
highly utilized. The general concept is to investigate coral host-algal symbiotic relationship via 
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metabolic interaction with frontiers aimed to understand biochemical processes behind coral 
growth and dysfunction (bleaching).  
In this research, the ubiquitous scleractinian coral P. damicornis had been used as a 
model species to examine the growth, cell division and dysfunction as major aspects involved in 
investigating cnidarians symbioses. The use of raw seawater medium and extremely minimal 
maintenance procedure in the in vitro fragment cultureindicates that corals have the significant 
attributions to simple set-up of in vitro ‘host cell culture’. This attributes remains complicated 
among anemones (Weis et al. 2008). Thus addressing the vigorous utilization of ‘host anemone-
model system’ approach proposed by Weis et al. (2008), may only be optional as the use of 
sample may be highly dependent on the nature of investigation and the ability of cnidarian 
species to stimulate response required for the type of research conducted.   
 
6.1.1. Cell division and the role of light in the host-symbiont proliferation 
In the earlier attempt to compare cnidarian and symbiotic cell division in hospite, host mitotic 
pattern appeared to peak at night prior to zooxanthellae division with peak rate at dawn (approx. 
12 hours apart), following the host animal feeding (Fitt 2000). This indicated that periodicity in 
host cell division against its symbiont species vary significantly mainly under certain 
circumstances. In the present study (Chapter 2), the timing of division of the in situ symbiotic 
zooxanthellae was investigated and found that doublet cells (cytokinetic configuration) appeared 
at all time by 24h daily cycle, thus exhibit no diel pattern. Along with this, extensive coral tissue 
regenerations were induced, suggesting that both host and zooxanthellae cells reproduce evenly 
but the phasing pattern was unknown. In Chapter 4, this was somewhat justified as ultrastructural 
examination had revealed that coral cell division subsequently occurred after symbiont division. 
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If this is the case, this further supports the assumption of Davy et al. (2012) that the reproduction 
of coral and symbiont cells were kept in pace with each other where proliferation must persisted 
in a steady state.  Further when exposed under varying light spectra and intensities as discussed 
in Chapter 3 of this study, the growth pattern varied essentially between host tissue and 
zooxanthellae density. Reproductive-stimulating effect was highly observed from blue light 
radiation in contrast to the degenerating effect exhibited by UV-A and far red radiation.  
The result in Chapter 3 showed that cell divisions in both cells are highly regulated by 
light. As reviewed by Davy et al. (2012), light influences cell division of the symbiotic algae 
presumably because of photosynthetically-fixed carbon needed for the assimilation of dissolved 
inorganic nutrients and supports the metabolic demands of cell cycle between host and its 
symbionts. Radiotracer experiments with 
14
C-bicarbonate demonstrated that the algae release up 
to underestimate of 50% of photosynthetically-fixed carbon to the animal host (Venn et al. 
2008). On the other hand, continuous darkness significantly repressed the symbiont cell division 
(Fitt 2000), thus the susceptibility of host division and growth is much inclined with the 
photosynthetic capacity of the zooxanthellae to maintain the symbioses with host cnidarian.              
 
6.1.2. Host-symbiont cell degradation and death 
The dysfunction of the symbiotic relationship between coral and zooxanthellae is widely 
assessed from ecological (Glynn 1993; Hoegh-Guldberg 1999), physiological (Fitt et al. 2001; 
Douglas 2003; Smith et al. 2005), molecular and cellular aspects (Brown 1997; Weis 2008; Weis 
et al. 2008; Davy et al. 2012). With the extensive examinations done stressors act one thing in 
common in corals – which is to promote deleterious response (Douglas 2003) or death of corals. 
In this research, the early stage of coral bleaching observed was attributed to the collapse of the 
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host cell-to-cell adhesion due to necrosis (Camaya et al. 2016). The autolytic digestion of the 
cytoplasm was associated with the occurrences of multiple electron-dense granules and 
autophagosomes. Symbiotic zooxanthellae in hospite were likewise affected where thylakoid 
membranes and other cytoplasmic inclusions deteriorates.      
 
6.1.2.1. Symbiont ‘chloroplast’: the etiology of oxidative damage 
One of the leading causes of coral bleaching is oxidative stress (Lesser 2006; Weis 2008). 
Thermal and high irradiation stresses or their synergistic action could reduce the threshold light 
intensity of the symbiotic zooxanthellae and trigger the process of photoinhibition, (Weis 2008). 
During stresses, the etiology of damage comes from the chloroplasts potentially occurring at the 
three sites: D1 protein in PSII, Calvin cycle and the thylakoid membranes (Lesser 2006; Venn et 
al. 2008; Weis 2008). Photoinhibition due to damaged PSII suppressed the chloroplasts’ repair 
machinery that affects the photosynthetic efficiency (Takahashi et al. 2004). This promotes high 
photosynthetic rates absorptions that produce reactive oxygen species ROS in the form of singlet 
oxygen (
1
O2) and superoxide (O2¯) then converting into reactive hydroxyl radicals (∙OH) and 
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) (Lesser 1997, 2006; Franklin et al. 2004; Venn et al. 2008; Weis 
2008). The increase in ROS production makes the symbiont antioxidant enzymes SOD and 
ascorbate peroxidase decrease and inhibit its detoxifying function (Lesser et al. 1990; Downs et 
al. 2002; Franklin et al. 2004). Dealing on its effect to host tissue, controversies arise on how 
ROS trigger host cell to bleach (Weis 2008). ROS may have leaked into host cell via diffusion 
(Venn et al. 2008), or host cells directly produced them via impairment of mitochondria (Nii & 
Muscatine 1997) while other proposed the production evolved from both cells (Lesser & Farell 
2004), that plays a critical role in the bleaching cascade of corals. This highly implied that coral 
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bleaching is a host innate immune response to a compromised symbiont where ROS played a 
central role in both injuries to the partners and to the inter-partner communication of a stress 
response (Weis 2008).  
In the present research, the finding on the early stage of bleaching in P. damicornis due to 
oxidative stress was not confirmed. However as the result on the distinctive damaged observed 
from the symbiont’ thylakoid membranes by high temperature and from UV-A and far red 
radiation, it is likely that ROS may potentially developed. Further, the dissolution of the 
zooxanthellae cortical structures may suggest an implication to ROS leakage into the adjacent 
host gastrodermis leading. These are highly speculative at present, in which cytochemical 
analysis is required to confirm such conclusion.      
   
6.1.2.2. Cell degradation via autophagy and autolysis 
Bleaching in corals due to hyperthermic and light irradiance stressors weres highly associated 
with host and symbiont cell degradation (Gates et al. 1992; Brown et al. 1995; Dunn et al. 2002; 
Franklin et al. 2004; Hanes and Kempf 2013). At these occurrences, cell necrosis showed 
cytoplasmic vacuolization or dilation, cellular structure disruption and condensation, prominent 
lysosomes and electron-dense bodies and detachment of various entities. Some of the probable 
causes are derived from autophagy and autolytic digestion (Müller et al. 1984; Glynn et al. 1985; 
Dunn et al. 2007; Weis 2008; Hanes & Kempf 2013; Franklin et al. 2004). Autophagy is known 
to physiologically develop by engulfing any cytoplasmic constituents, long-lived proteins and 
intracellular organelles. The crescent-shaped phagophore closes to form double-membrane 
autophagosome (Samara et al. 2008; Hanes and Kempf, 2013). As they uphold, cytoplasmic 
digestion occurs after they fuse with lysosomes. Similarly, autolysis mainly involves lysosomes 
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as ‘self-digesting machinery’, via its enzyme carbonic anhydrase although it degenerating effect 
in scleractinia used to be evident from non-living calcareous matrix (Müller et al. 1984).  
As presented in Chapter 5, autophagic structures appeared even in intact coral 
gastrodermis from the control specimen. However under stress conditions, the multiplication of 
the autophagosomes and the diminutive lysosomes occurred along with the time exposures. Their 
association with the autolytic degradation of host and zooxanthellae cytoplasm suggested that the 
stimulation of their density and degenerating effect are triggered by stress factors, profoundly 
associated with the increasing intensities.     
 
6.2. Future perspective of studies 
6.2.1. Mitotic index and P-I curve for growth analysis 
With the treatment of light spectra, the further effects on growth of host tissue and symbiont cell 
number were examined in Chapter 3. However there are some aspects of studies that are 
important to be considered in the future, i.e. analysis of mitotic index for corals exposed under 
various monochromatic light radiations. . The condition of coral tissue regeneration and the 
density of symbiont had deduced three distinct growth patterns, which deserve this form of 
analysis. For instance, by applying fluorescent nuclear stain 4ˊ,6ˊ-diamidino-2-phenylindole 
(DAPI), the mitotic figures of host digestive cells could be elucidated through epifluorescent 
microscope while symbiont densities can be analyzed by maceration of coral tissue, as 
previously demonstrated by Gladfelter (1983) and Fitt (2000). On the other hand, considering the 
measurement of photosynthesis (photosynthetic-irradiance light saturation, P-I curve) is another 
option. This method was proven sound for massive and branching types of corals as performed 
with basic spectral regimes (Kinzie & Hunter 1987; Wijgerde et al. 2014). By conducting such 
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investigation, this could determine the photosynthetic efficiency of the corals when 
experimentally exposed to different forms of monochromatic lights. In this perspective, it is 
expected that the acclimation intensity and the color of light treatment will have pronounced 
effect on the photosynthetic response, as observed in the green, red and blue light spectra (Kinzie 
& Hunter 1987; Wijgerde et al. 2014). Comparative photosynthetic responses from violet, 
yellow and various wavelengths of red (R62, R68 and far red) light treatments used in the 
present study (Camaya et al. 2016), further deserves to be examined.  
 
6.2.2. Cytochemical analysis for coral bleaching pathomorphologies 
In Chapter 5, the changes in the ultrastructure of the host gastrodermis and the in situ symbiotic 
zooxanthellae upon exposure to thermal and UV-A and FR spectral stressors were described 
using an electron microscopy. Some of the vital procedures to test the presence of 
pathomorphologies in host gastroderm such as autophagy and electron-dense granules is through 
cytochemical analysis (Dunn et al. 2007; Hanes & Kempf 2013). In their studies, to induce 
autophagy in a cnidarian specimen, they used rapamycin in anemone Aiptasia spp. Among hard 
corals, the detection of autophagic activities utilizing such chemical remains poorly done so far 
from the available literatures. On the other hand, photo-oxidative stress test is another potential 
analysis by subjecting host tissue to protein carbonyl as biomarker of protein oxidation (Downs 
et al. 2013) and algal cells to antioxidant levels for enzymes SOD and ascorbate peroxidase 
(Lesser et al. 1990; Downs et al. 2002, 2013; Franklin et al. 2004). In the proposed oxidative 
theory of coral bleaching by Downs et al. (2002), it was indicated that coral bleaching was 
tightly coupled to the antioxidant and cellular stress capacity of the symbiotic corals. 
Considering the ultrastructural changes in P. damicornis observed due to the effect of distinct 
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stressors (Camaya et al. 2016), such condition could be subjected for these form of tests to 
further verify the underlying pathways of the cellular degradation during early stage of coral 
bleaching.         
 
6.3. General conclusions and implications of studies 
This dissertation has demonstrated the regenerative growth, and the process of cellular division 
and dysfunction of host-algal symbioses in the scleractinian coral Pocillopora damicornis 
revealed through light and electron microscopy. There are four major conclusions that were 
drawn from each study chapter: (1) tissues fragments of coral had the physiological ability to 
grow in the glass dishes where imperforate tissue regenerate by diverse modes depending on the 
position of the lesion ‒ an observation first reported from in vitro settings; (2) the growth of coral 
regenerated tissues and the density of the in situ symbiotic zooxanthellae changed dramatically 
when exposed from the radiation of different monochromatic lights where growth were either 
promoted under blue rays or inhibited under UV-A and far red rays; (3) the ultrastructure of cell 
division of symbiotic zooxanthellae in hospite had revealed the dynamic behavior of cortical fine 
structures in maintaining its coccoid cell shape, while coral nuclei performed a novel role in the 
distribution of daughter symbionts in each dividing host cells; (4) changes in the ultrastructure of 
coral and  zooxanthellae cells occurred when stressed to high temperature, and ultraviolet-A and 
far red radiations, where pathomorphologies such as autophagy and electron-dense lysosomes 
were pandemic that induced cell necrosis and autolytic digestion of gastrodermal cells leading to 
the release of symbionts and other intracellular entities.  
 By analyzing the key linkages of these findings, the vital associations between studies are 
indicated considering aspects involving (a) the dynamics of photomorphogenesis of coral species 
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in which the induced tissue regeneration from ambient white light irradiance (Chapter 2) used to 
exhibit diverse growth responses upon receiving various monochromatic light spectra (Chapter 
3); (b) the doublet cell formation of the in situ zooxanthellae along with evident growth of coral 
tissue by regeneration discussed in Chapter 2 was conclusively revealed at ultrastructural level in 
Chapter 4 that symbiont cell division was followed by equivalent division of host cell;  (c) the 
degenerating effect of UV-A and far-red rays leading to indiscriminate retraction of coral tissues 
and expulsion of zooxanthellae (Chapter 3) was in fact attributed to necrosis and autolysis of 
host gastroderm and its zooxanthellae causing the loss of cell-to-cell adhesion that subsequent 
led to release of the algal symbionts (Chapter 5).    
Further these studies have significant implications in the continuing effort to understand 
coral-zooxanthellae relationship dealing the two major aspects of cnidarian symbioses such as 
the reproduction and dysfunction. Indeed, the persistence of this unique relationship poses 
profound importance to the success of the corals either to thrive in a natural reef ecosystem or in 
a controlled environment. To address the alarming issue on the  unprecedented coral bleaching 
brought about by increasing intense of natural calamities, sea surface warming, acidifications due 
to changing climate and human perturbations, this research may contribute an input for the 
restoration of the natural population of reef-building corals. With the success of in vitro 
fragmentation system and understanding of the effects of spectral radiation as well as stress in 
coral, this may provide inputs for considering future studies on establishing mass production of 
resilient clones to implement coral transplantation project in the damaged reef along disaster-
prone area i.e. Kuroshio region. Cellular biology of coral-algae symbiosis is essential if we are to 
fully understand the underlying mechanisms of its growth and dysfunction and to overview the 
current perspectives on how coral could survive climate change in the coming decades.  
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